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Japanese Establis Racial Task Force
WASHINGTON, D.C. - An
hour and a half meeting between
23
of Japan's leading industrial•
1sts and an American delegation
organized by the NAACP, ended
Tuesday,
December 4th, with the
fi
ormer agreeing to establish a
task force within the Japanese
Chamber of Commerce to
address a variety of issues raised
by the NAACP involving relationships between the Japanese
and the African-American community.
"This was a frank and open
discussi on in which we
expressed the depth of the
resentment many AfricanAmericans feel toward the
Japanese in the wake of several
widely publicized racially
derogatory remarks from highly
placed Japanese officials and
other indications of Japanese
i~sensitivity toward African-

Americans," Dr. Benjamin L.
Hooks, the NAACP's Executive
Director, said, " We did not
expect to come away from the
meeting with the problems we
raised resolved, since a number
of the Japanese l eaders were
hearing of the seriousness of the
current situation for the first
time from the lips of AfricanAmericans.
"However, we regard it as a
hopeful sign that the Japanese
proposed the continuation of a
dialogue with us, through the
estabiishment of a mech-anism
within their Chamber of
Commerce, which obviously is
one of the most important institutions in their country.
"We will certainly urge upon
the chamber the need for swift
action on the part of the business
community, as we continue to
press Japanese government. offi-

cials for positive responses
recommendations have alrea-'y
'P
made to them," Dr. Hooks c....,.VII
tinued.
The recommenda t1·ons ~
n...
Hooks referred to were co tained in a position paper p pared by the NAACP ands mitted to the Japane e
Ambassador to the United Stai,s
and to the Japanese Pri e
Minister on October 5th.
Included in the recommen tions were those related to
dissemination of Africa American history through t
Japanese schools; the emplo ment and promotion of Afric Americans working for Jap
firms, the securing of franchi s
and dealerships for Japane e
products by African-Americ ,
etc.
Similar recommendatio s
were presented to the Japan

Brown New Science Chairman
Members of the House
Democratic Caucus yesterday
voted Rep. George E. Brown, Jr.
(D-San Bernardino, Riverside,
Ontario) the next Chairman of
the Committee on Science,
Space and Technology by a vote
of 166-33, Brown was selected
to become the sixth chainnan in
the history of the committee,
and the second Californian to
. fill that spot.
"Chairman of the Science
Committee will unquestionably
be the most exciting challenge
of my career." says Brown. "It
comes as a time when our
nation's technological base faces
increasing competition, when
global environmental problems
are
approaching
crisis
proportions, and when we are
beginning to rethink the research
and development priorities
which guided us throughout the
cold War."
Brown, a physicist, has been
a member of the committee
since 1964. During those 25
years he has pursued a wide
range of interests with an

emphasis on alternative energy
development,. space technology

George Brown
policy, and environmental
protection. His leadership led to
the creation in 1976 of the
Office of Scie nce and
Technology Policy as a
mechanism to foster long-range
planning among federal
agencies, and the establishment
in 1972 of the Office o f
Technology Assessment, which
assists the Congress in shaping
sound public policy. He has

business leaders who were asked
to address those d1'rectly r:elated
to bus1·ness acu·v1·u·es, and to use
their influence in persuading
government offic1·a1s to act on
the others.
The Japanese at the meet1·ng.
held at the Japanese Embassy.
are members of a trade delegation that spent approximately a
week in the States. Represented
at Tuesday• meet1·ng were a
number of Japan's maior
comn:J
•y~
rations
including
Sony,
M1' tsub1'shi', FuJ·1·, Xerox, the
Bank of Tokyo, and Honda. The
American delegation, in addition
to Dr. Hooks and members of
the NAACP staff. included John
Crump. Ex ecutive Director.
National Bar Association; Otis
Warren, businessman; Dr.
Melvin .
Jones,
Vice-President,
Business and Fiscal Affairs

Howar:d University; and Dr. Earl
s• R 1c
' h ard son, p rest' d ent ,
Morgan state uruvers1ty.
· ·
The meeting with the
J apanese b usmess
·
1ead ers an d
the quickening of the pace of
talks w1'th Japanese government
officials were cited by Dr.
H oo k s as the reasons w h y t h e
NAACP decided to suspend the
daily picketing that had been
· on 1or
~ the past 60 d ay at
gomg
the Em bassy.
Also suspended for the same
reasons was a p1anne d d emonstrati on at the Embassy on
December 15th, involving thousands of demonstrators. Both
the daily picketing and the
planned demonstration were
responses to insulting racial
remarks by Japanese officials
and to perceptions of discriminatory hiring and business practices by Japanese firms in the

U.S.
"These suspensions
·
s h ouId
be
·
d
1
· the
not
mterprete as c osmg
door on further demonstrations.
u,
· ble
"e reserve these as very via
options, should the current
negou·a1·ions f a1·1 to produce the
desired results within a reason·
" Dr. Hooks
able pen'od of time,
said.
"We're constantly mo~toring
progress both w1'th the Japanese
· 1s an d wtt
· h t h e J apan
o ff'1cia
Chamber of Commerce, and
· d'ica1 pu bl'1c
ma k'mg peno
reports," he added.
"This is far from being a
closed issue," Hooks said.
He also noted that an earl y
meeting would be held with the
Japanese Ambassador to the
U.S. Ryohei Murata to pursue
NAACP recommendations in
the government's sphere o f
operation.

Minority Student Scholarship Aid Policy Reversed

served as a member of OT s
Assistant Secretary of
governing body, the Technolo
Education, Michael L. Williams,
Assessment Board, since s announced last week that schools
inception
using federal funds to award
Brown is the 1990 recipi t scholarships based on race
of three major science awards. would loose those federal funds.
In May 1990 he was presented This policy affected all minority
students and colleges and
with the Distinguished Publi
universities in the nation.
Se rv ice Award from th
National Science Foundation;
October 1990 he was initiated
The heat the Department of
an honorary member of s· a· Education and the White House
Xi, the Scientific Rese a h received was swift and effective.
Society; and in October 1
he This week Williams reversed
was selected to receive he himself.and claimed his was
AAAS Philip Hague Ableson "legally correct and politically
naive."
Prize.
The announcement came on
Brown will ret ain his
membership on th e House the heels of the forced
Agriculture Committee. He is a resignation of Lavuro F.
former chairman of three Cavazos, Secretary of the
subcommittees of the Science, Department. Williams, an
Space
and
Technology attorney, said he took it upon
Committee: Subcommittee on himself to make the decision to
the Environment and the write the policy.
Atmosphere
(1975-19n);
Opposition to the policy was
Subcommittee on the Science, swift, as
African American
Research and technology (1979- national leaders and others came
1980); and Subcommittee on the out on national television to
Transportation, Aviation and protest the action, reponedly
Materials (1985-1986).
that would go into effect

immediately.
Locally the response was the
same. Rev. M . Buchanan, Pastor
of Bethel AME Fontana said,
"everything is based on color, so
we should continue. .I think it is
foolish. He was referring to the
historic policy of this country.
Cou ncilman Jack Clarke,
Riverside, said It is interesting
the President has overturned the
young
beauracrates
interpretation of the law."
Barnett Grier Ph.D, said, "I
don't know about that guy
(Williams). He has been active
fighting the Klan. I wonder who
is behind him. Well, " he
continued, if James Meridith can
work for Jesse Helms, I guess
this guy can change his
philosophy."
The immediacy of the policy
caused confusion on a master
scale with colleges who need to
recruit more minorities and who
have programs to do that. The
state of California, in an effort
to recruit more minority college
professors nas a state funded,
forgivable loa n that is

specificaly for minorities. The
federal government has two
scholarship programs, the
Patricia
Roberts
Harris
Fellowship and the National
Science Foundation's minority
scholarship fund. It is reported
that these will not be affected.
Most schol arship funds in
most major institutions of higher
learning are not race specific ,
many are based on need,
according to Cliff Siogren, Dean
of Admissions at USC.
Jack Chappell, Director of
University Relations UC
Riverside said, "we believe, the
scholarships directed toward
minority
youth
provide
important and necessary
incentives to encourage them to
undertake a college education.
We believe strongly in providing
the greatest assistance possible
for our minority students.
Congressman George Brown,
said, "This unfortunate episode
demonstrates again that the
Reagan/Bush administration
does not yet know where it

Continued on Page 2

Scott Announces Candidac for 6Th Ward

Mary Joanna Green Dies in Perris
Mary Joanna Green, born
May 17, 1924 was the only child
from the marriage of Rev.
Hennan J. T. Burrus and Tabitha
Esselman.
Joanna followed the long tradition of her family the Coes of
Pea Ridge.Kentucky. The tradition of the Coe's were to fight
for human rights and to serve
mankind. Although, they are
listed in the history books (''The
Chronicles of the Coe Colony"
and "The Saga of the Coe
Ridge") as one of the first fueders of Kentucky their purpose
and efforts were to p reserve

Mary Joanna Green

Norton Medical Unit Called Up
by Tech. Sgt. Holly Kress
NORTON AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. - The Air Force
has recalled 68 reserve medical
technicians from the 445th
Military Airlift Wing's 42nd
Aeromedical Patient Staging
Squadron to active duty in sqpport of Operation Desert Shield.
The selected 42nd APSS personnel will report to duty for a
period not to exceed 180 days.
The reservists reported to their
unit the morning of Dec. 14 for
mobilization processing. They

'.I

will deploy to the Middle East
within the next several days.
Medical personnel sent to the
Middle East include health service administrators, do ctors ,
nurses, medical, mental health
and diet technicians, administrative and supply specialists.
The 4 2nd APSS provides
medical staff to operate a 100
bed aeromedical staging facility
and provide medical care for
casualties transiting, entering or
leaving the aeromedical evacuation system.

human rights of Blacks and to
maintain the survival of their
family after the civil war. The
family was forced to settle on
the ridge because they could not
farm in the rich valley.
Not only were the Coe's concerned about human rights but
they also exhibited strong religiou_s convictions. Joanna
Green's grandmother, Cassie
Coe Esselman founded a chur:ch,
the Church of the Fi rst Born
Saints, which has churches in
both Indiana and Kentucky. Her
grandfather was hired as a
teacher by the Coe Colony later
becoming one of the first black
teachers in Indianapolis,
Indiana. Her father continued
the work of Cassie Coe by overseeing the churches of the First
Born Saints.
Joanna Green graduated from
Crispus Attucks High School,
Indianapolis in 1942. Attending
Indianapolis Business College
graduating in business training.
After business college the government sent her to Dayton, OH
for procurement training at
Wright-Patterson AFB, which
made her a pioneer in infonnation processing. She worked ten
years for the state of IDinois in
the data processing depamnent.

I am announcing my candidacy
for the 6th War:d Council seat in
the city of San Bernardino.
I pledge to represent the
interests of 6th War:d residents and
to address the concern of those
residents as a member of the
governing body of the City of San
Bernardino.
I pledge to pay careful
attention to all matters that come
before the City Council for
consideration and action to be . Juanita Scott
taken·anywhere in the city. Funds operated by residents of this war:d.
that are spent and action taken Much money is spent in small
anywhere in the city affect all businesses in this ward, but it
leaves every evening at closing
parts of the city.
The problem of crime is of · time when business owners leave
m ajor concern to all of us , the area for their homes. I propose
particularly that relates to drugs a two-prong approach: One, is to
and alcohol abuse. I propose ·a establish a business incubator to
assist the
comprehensive program that will support and
include close cooperation between establishment of local businesses,
l aw enforcement agencies, and secondly, an aggressive
neighborhood residents, local program to support the local
community organizations· and the businesses owned and operated by
local school district coupled with our residents.
We have a valuable resource in
an aggressive program of
the Senior Citizens in our
education and rehabilitation
Our area suffers from a lack of community. I propose to make use
l ocal businesses owned and of this resource and the history,
Graduated nursing school as a
p ractical nurse. As well as
attending community college in
C hicago , IL for home economics , which was her firs t
love.

She met and married her husband George W. Green while
employed by a Black newspaper
in Chicago.
Tired of the cold midwestern
winters she moved to California

expenise and experience t hey
represent by recruiting them to
serve as advisors and counselors.
I propose to initiate a training
program to educate, especially our
youth, in the political process.
When they are educated as to the •
worth of their vote, it follows they
will be informed voters and active
participants in Government.
The plan of the Inland Valley
Development Agency for the
Future use of Norton AFB is also
of concern to us because many of
our residents are employees of the
base. Their lives will be affected
both by the closing of the base
and job opportunities to be ' ,
generated in the future
development.
These are some of the issues
that I will address as a council
member. Your suggestions and
comments are welcome. Please
contact me at (714) 888-1696.
My purpose will be to
represent you in a responsible and
responsive manner and to work
for the best interest of the 6th
War:d ask for your vote on MaICh

5, 1991.
in 1956 and was employed by
the Los Angeles County data
processing departm ent for 17
years starting in 1957 . She
retired from L.A. County in
Continued on Page 3
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A Niggardly Negro That President Bush Should Fire
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Letter to the Editor:
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!
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I am writing to express my disappointment with The Black
Voice's article regarding Mr. Miller's concerns over his recent
resignation from Riverside Community Hospital. Much of the
infonnation within the article is distorted and incomplete. However,
·· as you know, since Riverside Community Hospital's first obligation
is to protect the confidentiality of all employees' personnel history
and infonnation, we cannot divulge additional infonnation.
Riverside Community Hospital is one of the largest employer
groups in Riverside County, and our policy is and always has been
to treat all of our employees in a fair, professional and caring
manner. I can assure you that Mr. Miller is no exception.
It is my hope that in the future, Toe Black Voice will conduct
more thorough and professional research before printing articles of
this nature.
Melodie Mayberry-Stewart Vice President, Chief Information
Officer Community Health Corporation/Riverside Community
Hospital 4445 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501, Telephone
714- 788-3100
Dear Editor:

..•.
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Even if what your paper stated about Melodie Stewart was true,
what makes this front page news? We have so many pressing
problems in our neighborhoods that certainly need addressing more
than making Melodie into some kind of monster. Your paper is a
powerful media.
In all my years in Corporate America and working to better my
people's condition through change from within, I find it hard to
accept your decisions to print the story on Melodie without knowing
all the facts - and the facts are far from what you printed. In the
business community, it is totally acceptable for a new manager to
bring on board their own management team. What's so strange
about this?
I know you are aware of Mrs. Stewart's sensitivity to the
Riverside Black Community since taking residency ti, ·e, and her
loyalty to the Voice has always been supportive, start g with her
former employer, I.B.M.
Earning three Masters Degrees and currently working on a
Doctorate and sending a son to medical school with a four point
average is quite a feat, but doing this as a single parent cenainly
says something about Melodie's character and commitment to
education, which is something I know is close to your heart
Why must we persist in shooting ourselves in the foot by airing
our family affairs in such a negative manner? What had you hoped
to accomplish?

··=·
1
.:

.,

Perris Valley Human Relations
::' 1974. Brought property in Perris Council '80 to present, Wagon· in 1957 but did not move here Wheel Service Area Member
'70 to present
.: until 1968.
'•
After her retirement she
She is survived by her hus:: became active in her community band George W. Green,
:: participating in the following: Riverside County Art Advisor,
:: Perris Valley Friends of the and her two children and grand) Library for 7 years
son: Veronica Green Jordan
: National Council of Negro Special Education teacher of
Women, Riverside Section emotionally disturbed at
, Treasurer
'81 '84 Co-founder of Corona-Norco School District
,I Willa Mae Taylor Perris Section and a former board member of
:, and treasurer from '86-'88 the Perris Elementary School
:1 Perris Valley Republican Board, her son Walter
, Women Secretary from '79-'84, Green,M.S. Physics UCR Mar.
Perris Valley Art Festival and 1990 and Computer Systems
:: Christmas Hollow co-coordina- beginning Specialist with
:: tor with her husband from '75 to General Dynamics San Diego
( the present which was founded and her grandson James Jordan
·: by the late Clarence Muse III.

.,
!
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Tony Brown
On the uay last week that
Secretary of Education Lavuro
Cavazos resigned under
pressure, 1he New York Times
made clear that the real menace
to the public interest in that
Department was really a Negro
Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights
named
Michael
Williams.
This anti-Black Negro
recently went out of his way to
rule that college scholarship
money designated for Black and
Hispanic people is illegal and
threatened the organizers of the
upcoming Fiesta Bowl with the
loss of all federal revenue if they
went ahead with plans to award
$200,000 to Black and Hispanic
students.
College administrators are in
a state of shock, realizing that
Williams' combative new policy
will perpetuate centuries of
exclusion of Blacks from higher
education. Williams implied in
the Times story that White
House staffers gave him the
green light to kill "race
exclusive" scholarships, as he
calls them.
Setting money aside to attract
qualified Black students and
make college more affordable
for them has been the
foundation of the increase in
Blacks attending college in
larger numbers, especially
schools
that
overtly
discriminated against them for

centuries.
I phoned Michael Williams'
office (202/732-1213) and left
the message that I thought his
decis ion
represented
a
pernicious and hateful attack on
a people made vulnerable by
centuries of abuse and that for a
Black person to hurt his own
people this way, it was
particularly disgraceful.
Williams'
behavior
demonstrates my oft-proclaimed
belief that racism is not the
primary enemy, self-hatred is.
For anyone to confuse, as
Williams does, the Bakke
decision, against fixed quotas,
with helping
a group
economically and socially
imprisoned because of race
overcome the effects of that
enforced
status
is
preposterous. This Negro really
believes that if you identify the
Black victims in order to aid
them-, the action is anti-White.
For a professional White
race-baiter or David Duke-type
demagogue to exploit fears
among Whites that remedies to
those made downtrodden by a
historic pattern of malice,
ignorance and greed is antiWhite is bad enough. But for a
Black person to label
compassion as "race exclusive"
a14d go to the extreme of
punishing anyone who delivers
relief to the victims, escapes my
atility to comprehend.
"Misguided" and "politically
motivated," the president of the
erican Council on Education,
re resenting 1,600 higher
e cation institutions, called
lliams • absurd attack on
B k and Hispanic youths who
watt a college education.
" Outrageous," was the
action by Dr. Richard Wood ,
sident of Earlham College in
hmond, Indiana, which has
on of the most enlightened
sc olarship programs in the
co try. Dr. Wood is White and
co- l}lainnan of the Task Force
for Minority Opportunities of

the: National - Association of
Independent · Colleges and
Universities .
Moreover, Williams, whose
title should be Assistant
Secretary for Civil Wrongs,
attempts to use an alleged
fairness argument to confuse
financial aid for disadvantaged
groups with a fixed quota.
''Anything,'' he says, "where
race is a detennining factor is a
race exclusive scholarship."
Williams' fairness is fraught
with moral bankruptcy.
Is race a "determining factor"
in the maybe-soon-to-come
Persian gulf war1 If there's any
dying to be done in a war
against Iraq, Black men and
women will do 30% of it,
although, we represent only
12% of the country's population.
Is that fair? That kind of race
exclusively doesn't bother
Williams. Blacks outdoing
Whites for a country that
ignores race when it is dyingtime, but wants it considered
when it i~ scholarship-time
literally "kills" two birds with
one stone.
The American government
has paid reparations to the
Japanese Americans for a fiveyear incarceration during WWII,
but has not even apologized to
African-Americans for almost
400 years of slavery and
cenruries of overt persecution. Is
that fair? Will Williams argue
that race is not a "determining
factor" in that case?
Africans were enslaved
because of their race; and built
America •s infrastructure and
economy for the same reason.
The slave race, for example,
built Brown University. Is that
fair? That use our race as the
'detennining factor" is precisely
at the core of today's
disadvantage, as the Supreme
Court has been trying to tell us
for the last 30 years.
Racism bred poverty and
poverty bred disadvantage and
this lack of opportunity fuels the

need to consider race at all .
What are Williams' plans to
interrupt this cycle?
I make no case for race as
"the" determining factor. But
Wtlliams' argument that race as
"a" factor should be ignored in
an attempt to interrupt an
essentially poverty-driven cycle
that is racially determined
amounts to a mean-spirited
social policy.
That 's why Williams colorblind facade is both unfair and
morally bankrupt. This is some
message from our "Education
President" to disadvantaged
youths.
Those who are pulling the
strings of this "committed Black
conservative" had better realize
that he is a political liability to
the President and the GOP's
attempts to attract Blacks and
attract and hold fair-minded
Whites.
However, my response will
not end with an irate column or
a speech. In February 1991, my
Buy Freedom Network 1-900
number will be equipped to brief
callers on this and other issues
by telephone and then transfer
their calls, in this case, directly
to President Bush's office (or
John Sununu, his Chief of
Staff).
In the meantime, call
President Bush immediately
(202) 456-1414; ask for John
Sununu) and tell him to fire this
niggardly Negro, Michael
Williams.
You might want to ask the
President to take a big step in
the right direction and appoint
Thomas Kean, the President of
Drew University, as the next
Secretary of Education.
TONY

BROWN'S

JOURNAL TV series can
be seen in Los Angeles
on Sunday, Channel 28 at
10 A. M . It can also be
seen on Channel 5 8,
Tuesday at 8:30 P. M.
Please consult listings .

Mayors Announce The Availability Of Grants
The United States Conference
of Mayors is releasing today its
second Request for Proposals
(RFP) for community-based
HIV/AIDS education and
service coordination programs
for persons with HIV infection.
Up to four grants will be
awarded for projects of 12
months in duration, in amounts
ranging from $7 0.000 to
$105,000 each. A total of
$375.000 is available for this
round of funding.

The goal of this RFP is to
fund prevention education and
service coordination for persons-with HIV infection.
Priority under this round will be
given to projects targeting intravenous drug users and women
with HIV-infection.
In announcing the availability
of this funding, Conference of
Mayors Executive Director J.
Thomas Cochran said that his
organization was committed to
providing funding and technical

assistance to these groups which
have the best access to people in
need of prevention education
and
case
management.
" Community based organizations, especially when working
with local government and the
local health department, have
proven their effectiveness in
providing education and services," Cochran said. "This must
continue, and we are committed
to assisting them."
Funding for the HIV

Education
and
Service
Coordination Grants Program
was made available to the
Conference of Mayors by the
federal Centers for Disease
Control. With this latest round
of funding, the Conference of
Mayors, the first national organization to direct education
grants to community-based
groups, will have awarded over
$4 million to projects throughout the country.
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By Serra Syndication
If you thought the issue of
reparations for Blacks was one
that Congress is going to let fall
by the wayside, you '11 be happy
to know that 66-year old Robert
Brock, is not going to let that
happen. Thus far, he's been able
to collect 265,000 signatures on
redress petitions that he plans to

Scholarship from Page 1
stands on the crucial issue of
Civil Rights and Equal
Opportunity for minorities."
Brown is Chair of the Science,
Space and Technology
Committee.
The Washington Legal
Foundation, a conservative
group, complained about
scholarships being reserved for
Blacks, altogether there were 5
complaints lodged to the
department.
Reportedly,
Williams, volunteered to offer
technical assistance. At the press
conference Williams, was upset
at suggestions he was
supporting Whites at the

present to the government to
insure that the issue is neither
forgotten or buried under red

make massive reparations for
Blacks. To that, some supporters
have argued, that reparations
could be made in the form of
educational benefits to descendants. Ironically, a national
spokesman for the NAACP, says
that the organization has not
taken a position on the issue.

e pense of Blacks and other
inorities. "I haven't been a
latkey for anyone. The position
I took, I took because I thought
it was right. If it happens to be a
decision that is consistent with
many other people, that just
happens to be the way it is."
Williams, said he was taken to
the White House and he
reversed his policy through a
consultive process. He still feels
that scholarships ought not be
~upon race.
Williams grew up in Midland,
Texas. He was a childhood
friend of George Bush, the
President's son. His wife and his
parents are all products of Black

colleges. He challenged the everything. With my last name,
University
of
Southern I've exper1enced a lot of
California, to admit more Blacks discrimination and I'm tired of
by weighing socioeconomic it.Mrs. Florence Scott, Colton,
factors as well as test scores. He since they (power structure)
was admitted, earned a bachelor think we ought to be more
degree in political science, a educated, I think they ought to
master in public administration (allow scholarships based on
race). Charlotte Ellison, Loma
and law degree at USC.
Linda,
said she feels if our
When he joined the Justice
forefathers
were bought here
Deparonent from 1984 to 1988
he prosecuted racial crimes. He against their will we should get
is credited for shutting down the a free education.... to give us the
Neo-Nazi movement in North emotional freedom we have
Carolina.
never had.(She feels African
Other responses came from Americans should get paid as
citizens, Frankie Demonbreun, did the Japanese recently for the
San Bernardino, said I think the interment they suffered during
Black students should get WWII).

adult life. Among Blacks now
pushing to make sure the bill
introduced last year (by U.S.
tape.
Rep. John Conyers) is supported
The California-based founder are Louis Farrakhan, as well as
of the Self-Determination, organizations like the National
C mmittee, has been campaign- Coalition of Blacks for
ing for reparations for African- Reparations, based in Detroit.
Americans who helped build the Opponents argue that the govn ·on, for the greater part of his ernment could not afford to

\
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T he Cure For Holiday Blues?
.Set Realistic Expectations
The holiday season. It can be
a time of joy, a time of love, a
time of celebration.
Unfortunately, it can also be
a time of disappointment, loneliness and depression. "Many
people suffer from the 'holiday
blues' because they set unrealistic expectations for themselves
during the holiday season,"
according to Meredith Rish,
intake coordinator of the Center
for Chemical Dependency at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in
Los Angeles. "We expect family
gatherings to be wonderful, we
expect people to be more caring
.and loving, and we expect the
cares of the real world to melt
away in the magical spirit of the
season. "Needless to say, this
seldom occurs. "Unfortunately,
when these expectations are not
met, some people may tum to
alcohol and drugs in an attempt
to fill the void that remains,"
Rish says. "The result is often
deeper depression, and in
extreme cases can result in drugor alcohol-related traffic accidents, arrests, or even suicide."
The Center for Chemical
Dependency at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center has developed
the following tips to avoid the
trap of setting unrealistic holiday expectations.
I.Assess your emotional situation. If you' re relying on the
holidays as a cure-all for whatever is troubling you, you 're setting yourself up for serious
dep~ssion. Instead, lose the holidays as a time to settle your
emotions, to reflect, and to plan
a course of action to solve your
problems during the coming
year.
2.Assess your financial situation. Buying expensive holiday
gifts will not m(1ke people love
you more, and 1t could set the
stage for a number of problems
when the credit card bills come
due. Instead, send cards with
personal notes on them, or make
something with your own hands.
These types of gifts invariably
mean a great deal to the person
receiving them, and will save
the financial hardships of overspending.
3.Assess your family situation. Is there friction between
your parents, siblings or children? These hard feelings will
not be suspended for the holidays. Will you be spending the
holidays away from your family
this year? Rather than sink into
loneliness, 'adopt' a famil y.
Help them trim a tree, or share a

holiday dinner with them.
Chances are you ' 11 both get
something out of it.
4.Assess your social situation.
Are you nonnally an introvert or
an extrovert? Do you usually
like being with a large group of
people, or with smaller, more
intimate groups? Don't try to
change your social tendencies
just to 'fit in' during the holiday
season.
5.Put yourself in comfortable
situations. Don't allow yourself
to get tied down doing things
you don't want to do, or spending the holiday with people
you 're not comfortable with. If
you are unable to avoid these
types of situations, take somebody with you. This person can
act as a support system if the situation gets out of hand. For people who are recovering from
alcohol or drug addiction, the
holiday season holds particular
perils. In addition to the helpful
hints above, the Center for
Chemical Dependency offers
these five tips for those in recovery.
6.Don't spend time alone. If
you feel yourself getting
depressed over the holidays,
reach out to someone. It can be a
fellow recovering person, a
friend, or a co-worker. Make the
effort to be with supportive people.
7.Admit to yourself and others that you have a problem with
the holidays. Sharing your feelings is the first step toward dealing with the issue constructively.
8.Seek out parties, dances and
the like where alcohol will not
be served. Do not put yourself in
a situation where you may be
tempted to relapse.
9.If you must attend a party
where alcohol will be served,
bring a friend who is sober with
you. In addition, you can volunteer to act as a designated driver
for those in your party who may
be drinking.
IO.Above all, don't be afraid
to ask for help. If you are having
a problem, or even think you
may be having a problem, get on
the telephone to a friend, your
sponsor, or a treatment facility
in your area. The helpful, caring
people of Cedars-Sinai's Center
for Chemical Dependency can
be reached 24 hours a day by
calling (213) 855-4766. The voluntary, inpatient facility treats a
number of addictions, including
alcohol, cocaine, heroin and prescription drugs.

Give the Perfect Gift For
Christmas A Subscription to

The Black Voice News

Every morning millions of children go to school on an
empty stomach. They're more than just hungry. They're
missing out on their chance to learn , to make their dreams
come true.
Numerous studies have documented the vital link
between good nutrition and a ch ild'sability to learn. That's
why Kraft General Foodssupportsorganizationsacross the
country that help meet the need. We're working to expand
school breakfast and lunch programs, and to organize
summerfeeding programsto provide year-round nutrition.
We know the success of our children tomorrow depends
on the dream s we feed today.

KRAFTGENERAL FoODS

'
Class Act
Limousine
Coloring Contest
\

1

This contest is open to all'
Children twelve years and
under.
'
Submit your entry to The•
Black Voice News office by,
5:00 PM Friday, December'
28, 1990. E ntrie s can be.
mailed to P.O. BOX 1581 '
Riversid~, CA 92502 - or'
brought to the San'
Bernardino office at 1583'
West Baseline, or thei
Riverside Office at 3585'
Main Street Suite 201.
•
The Winner and theirj
parents will receive a free·•
dinner at a local restaurant,:..
and a Class Act Limousine·;
to the restaurant and back .
home.
,
This
Promotion
is :
Brought to you by Class Act,·
Limousine

Business
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An African American Business Rrofile: Carmen Blake t.~l~~I tl:~tate
by Sharron Lewis

decided
when
she
purchased her six bedroom
Woodcrest is a rapidly ranch home eleven months
growing area in the Inland ago to make it an intimate,
Empire. New businesses quaint, and classy bed and
are
emerging
almost breakfast get a way which
instantly to meet the needs she named Cross Creek
of this growing community. Ranch. Cross Creek Ranch
This motivated Carmen is located in the heart of
Blake, a new resident of Woodcrest, 16061 Gamble
Woodcrest, to open up her Avenue, where you can see
own bed and breakfast from each of the balconied
establishment.
Carmen rooms breathtaking- views

of the city of Riverside and
surrounding mountains.
Cross Creek Ranch is
building a reputation of
being the ideal place to
recommend out of town
guests to stay.
The
atmosphere is down to
earth; breakfast is served in
bed every morning .. "After
breakfast many of the
people who have stayed at
Cross Creek Ranch love to

walk around the one acre
that ranch. It gives them a
chance to clear their heads
and burn a few calories at
t he same time", said
Carmen while giving a tour
of the outside area of her
ranch. She then focused on
a tour of the inside dining
facilities, where she has a
home
cooked
meal
beginning at 1 :30 p.m. and
ending at 7:00 on Sundays.

Cross Creek Ranch is
av ail able for luncheons,
banquets,
wedding
receptions or meetings.
Carmen Blake said that "I
just want to serve the
Community in any way that
I can." For reservation or
information contact Carmen
Blake at (714) 789-9464
and tell her that you read
about her in the Voice
Newspaper.
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=Research Examines Cori orate Leaders
leading America's top 50 corpo- elor's degree was the highest percent had done technical
"This study is particularly
rations. The study revealed level of academic achievement work, 12 percent were involved significant for students of mansome surprising insights in for 56 percent of the CEOs stud- in administration, 10 percent agement as well as for practi- ~;_:f~~~;: ~•·-_::·
tenns of personal and education- ied; four percent held doctorates worked in operations and 8 per- tioners,n says Bassiry. "By iden- ,;;; .Question:; My husband:.and l
al background, career special- and six percent had fallen short cent were employed in market- tifying the career patterns of ;wantlobuy}ahome:as soon ;as
of completing their college edu- ing. Fifty-four percent of the corporate chiefs, the study could \We,save up a down payment.
ization and salaries.
One factor examined in ''The cation. Most of the CEO 's did CEOs headed companies whose help students make strategic 'We.,; read your column eyefy
American Corporate Elite: A not attend prestigious Ivy c · f products or services direct- , career choices. Furthermore, [yi~ek:);and:,ha:v~i~agied pi}lch
Profile" was the place of birth. League institutions. In fact, the ly corresponded to their leader's familiarity with the profiles of '.a bout real'estate and-:.buying :a
The research found that 94 per- majority attended "mainline" professional specialization. corporate leaders might inspire hoine we also attended one of
cent of American executives American universities. "I never Mdst leaders surveyed had mill- some business students 10 reach i);O~.seminars_bn b~ying a1;yo~~
for the top ring of the corporate :first home oµt investment propf
were born in the U.S.; more sig- expected that so many came tary backgrounds.
:~ri:y; :My 'Question"ls how can
The research found that 94 per- cation. Most of the CEO's did wo ed in operations and 8 per- ladder.
\\'e(be, sure we can get the mott-;,
cent of American executives not attend prestigious Ivy ce were employed in market·:_. · _·- , . _B "' ., .,. ._,: .,. , ,. ,... ,_· •e ·_·,,--·-· :,:,, :1•· "
:g age)ve wilLneed'. to finance our
ing. Fifty-four percent of the
hollle·purchise? .
.· ·
. -,
,;_ i.
>
CEOs headed companies whose
Unite to Benefit
chief products or services direct. 'Answer: "' Whembuying .a
:h'ome,r be isure. toinclude \a
ly corresponded to their leader's
;;F rtddilMac Changes Credit conference designed .to;fsupiJiarize ' , Cham.her meetings are held
i: ti~~cipg1c&ntlngency. ciause
. P6&:/StaitilJrd% ir t };iY ', '\F the professional wfrh 'all-pew or every fourth Tuesday of the pr essional specialization.
M t leaders surveyed had miliyqur,,purchas~',offer. ,J( for some
• ;;'By
A. Condon & Carl revised tax. laws that will affect · month at 11:30 a.m. at Park
you
able to obtain
D._a,nerim ,, :it,, ::. , . '
~., 1990tiptreJurps. ,
, Ave.
Baptist
Church,
~Freddie ~fac said :that,
a
Hawkins' officeis one:of some !:i'.Pennsylvania near, Kansas in
S•n Bernardino County Department, of Solid tli~i}no!iga'g e:"yoiv~eed. <irhen
'you':can get your earnest money
· result of continuing changes in the , 350 tu offices in 43 states that are .· Riverside.
Waste Management Fined for Pollution
deposit back. But, before· yoq
housing and finance environment, affiliated with Triple Check.
The Chamber additionally
go ~p,oppi,ng 'for a :,h ome, you
San Bernardino County pennit.
it. Will phase out pure.bases of
,
··· has opened official quarters
sirigle-faniily ,home mortgages USDAObtalnsPatent 'OnFood . and will have an office and
AQMD has the authority to may want to prequalify for a
Department, of Solid Waste
M agement
was
fined seek coun-imposed fines of up mortgage with a local mongage
with reduced borrower credit J>,oisoning Detection Test
telephone. The new location
$1 ,000 for seven violations at to $25,000 a day against coill.p~y. Most lenders. welis 3185 Chicago Ave.
documentation as well as
By Bruce Kinzel Washington
th Fontana, Milliken and polluters, based on such factors 'con:ie ,prospective borrowers to
adjustablC,:rate:mortgages (ARMs)
A quick test , to detect a Riverside, CA 92507; (714)
Co ton landfills including as the extent to which emissions prequalify because they know
with low down payments.
relatively un-known food- 686-6508.
ca ing a public nuisance by exceed legal limits, the potential these buyers are likely to come
·aecause ;;Fre.ddie Mac will poisoning bacterium in five
cease to purchase these loans from minutes has been developed and Black Santa Visits San releiaslng landfill odors into the danger to the public, whether back to that lender to obtain
ir and failure to install a the violation was intentional, their home loan. And by prefinancial institutions, lenders will patented by a U.S. Department of Bernardino
1 ndfill gas control system, accidental and/or due to qualifying you will then know
cease to make these type of loans Agriculture scientist.
Everyone come out and join
to borrowers. This will make
Y. enterocolitica can reach Santa Claus on Saturday,
tween September 1988 and negligence, and the company's the maximwn mortgage you can
obtain and how much down
ary 1989. The penalty has history of violations.
home buying ¢ven more difficult infectious levels at refrigerated · December 22, as he visits
Most penalties are negotiated payment and seller financing
be
earmarked for the
for home buyers with marginal temperatures in four days. Once Kennedy's Beauty Supply in San
dev lopment of a county-wide in settlement agreements, firms you will need. However, just
cash oi: credit, traditionally people eat _the organism in Bernardino. Photographs will be
paying penalties do so without _because you prequalify with 'o ne
recy ling program.
· · minority buyers.
contaminated food, it grows in the take by Bill Kimble, and dobr
According to Terry Wold, admitting that they violated lender, dori '.t stop shopping
\ Many
the economic human intestine and produces ,, prizes and gifts will be given out
media specialist "It took us so AQMD rules. However, full ,among other lenders. To be sure
community blame the high failure toxins, causing abdominal pains/ _• to children.
long to meet ~he deadline compliance with the rules is you got the best loan and the
rate of so ,,called . "creative diarrhea and vomiting.'
'. Santa will be there from 12
because the county installed required before any settlement lowest interest rate. Your letter
financing"as a chief cause of the
The National Centers for · noon to 4:00 pm. Kennedy's is
most advanced state of the an is reached.
and comments can be sent to
savings and Joan crisis.
Disease Control has received . located at 1090 W. Highland ave.
methane gas collection system
,µ ie: Larry Hines P.O. Box
:Freddie"Mac is a stockholder- several reports of f<>Ofl poisoning ,.For further infonnation please call
'.1099,
Rialto,...CA
97623.
in the United States".
owned co!J>§ratj9n cllartered by ,i from Y. entercoHtica in recent , (714) 882-1400.
. :t; '•;-;-•.
,C ongress'in 19"70:i,r create'::ii"''' years~ (B~ines1~s interest~l'tn
According to Wold instead of .
continuous: Oow of funds to licensing this new patent :should .._.
venting the methane to the air it
moi.tgage l~pde~s in:support :.of ' contact the USDA in .was¥ngton- f
is collected and stored. The
hoffies ow:p~rs~ip and rental · D£:-Editor) ·•· . ·.. FS\fit ,::;. +"?' The Uni1ersity of California
entire system has been leased to
housing. By ; linking capital
,
,
;>:
,. Divest Holdings in South Africa
Milliken
Landfill
Gas
Corporati
on
a
subsidiary
of
marlc,ets i ~Jm;/ tb'eL mor..~g~ge
t L~s Angdesi/n/{fe;;Ne:rt ," CT he University of. California
' rriark'ets';lI:~~~fe Ma<:\ brings ifie\f[De'ctide:" A\iTranSp~riation /1\has completed its South African Palmer Capital.
efficiencies/~d .lowertosts of the Policy Symposium ·. · .. }' . .
"'divestment program with the sale
The contract gives Palmer a
secondary'.'.J!l(»Jgage)ru1rket to the
Los Angeles' leading experts of all holdings in three U.S.
20 year lease on the facility. In
lender, the investor and the home ,, on regional transpor,tation and _:·,companies that continue to do
return the county gets 12.5%
· buyer.':Over.-the years, Freddie planning,i~ues will preserit "Los · · business in South Africa.
royalty on all gas collected and
Mac has helped fina11ce one in Angeles in the .Next Decade," an
The companies are BristolPalmer assumes all operating
eve!y eJg}l,t}.-\m~xic,a n h~mes;ii,_evening symposium <>11,~o~iljty :,;:::Myers,-•Johnson & Johnson, and
cost to estimated at $75,000 per
. including imotet:than ':706;001f•<'and growth policy'issues'~ettingl(Minnesota
'M ining
&
year, total benefits for the first
.
. .
apanmem units.> · .· ·" ·.
· · the Los Angeles region. The 'li-\Manufacturing. As of Jan. 1, 1990,
year are estimated at $310,000
Three, four bedrooms
The cost of the methane
From
collection systems are: $1.4
San Miguel, Pardee's first residential community in
million for the Milliken landfill,
Riverside County, offers four "Mediterranean" style
$850,000 for Midvalley landfill
-i wt~J;b~ th~AlrI>,iC '°'( busJnes,~·:·<Gove~nnient i!> ,at ._. }}:farvard,r Treasurer ,completed .the sale of
plans, all on large lots. With up to 2,302 sq. ft., these
and $550,000.for the Colton
one- and two-story homes are located in the hilly
landfill. The Colton and the
northeast section of the master-planned community
Midvalley landfills methane gas
of California Oaks. •
collection system will be
Take 1-15 to California Oaks Road (just two miles north of
completed in two months.
Rancho California). Go east and follow signs.
I,, busine~
aJtcJi"empioyees /'.'.' .- :. , The event •~\ $5 per·person_j i r vestment portfolio of$16 billion. ., Toe County was one of two
39991 Ca/icia Court, Murrieta, CA 92362 (714) 677-9827
d Empire firms named in
the Top Ten Penalty setlements
·~ g
in October. The other polluter
held·: at f ilte 'foll<>:;,.;ing :.HQ ~ Davis '. at •4.1 3/624-1030; '.io
dowmentandcashasselS. .
n ed was:
INCO a gasoline distributor
213 623
at 796 W. 5th St. in San
Thursday'Jan\W}',24,1990 ·
·
· ···
❖
ake no new investments in , B ardino was fined $3,000
1
:,,,{,,,;J! ~~;.,;:t ,? l'1rir~c~~ WriHA
· The A'jrican 'Aintric
omp,a ni~ doing_b~siness inSouth ' fo two violations issued in July
Three, four bedrooms
From
I~Us )\'(>Jks}lo' ';w.illfobµs on{h6 ...
frica)ofhvith the s .uth African 1 1 88 and July 1989 for
Located near San Miguel in California Oaks, Sorrento
o erating under an expired
Do today's college students
,have the "right stuff to make it
:to the top of the corporate lad'der? The answer is "yes"
:according to recent research
:Conducted by Dr. Gabriel
l3assiry, associate professor of
:management at California State
'University, San Bernardino.
: Working in conjunction with
'.Dr. R. Hair Dukmejian , profes·s or of international business and
political science at the
University
of
Southern
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VA and CONVENTIONAL
FINANCING AVAILABLE

. ..

$158,900 ,
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Just In Time
of West Los Angles

New in town but,
rienced In the "Hair
Business"

;.=\/:ft

ti n and entire family Hair
e!

~•~itf~?t~~i~fm'·R:,~--1!;!~1:i,!Bl~~~,~~;J;:
i
l
~~:~t
Jefor, .
Tillman, De.b ra

•.@,.~,,:,--:-,-

. .. .

24009 Manresa Court, Murietta, CA 92362 (714) 677-5608

l:J ,._, ....,,,f; ,"I(;
OPP{'l=l•• JN ITV

Ken U\,

'~~i~~ttJ~c::~;'.!'t::;~;.:t/:t ~:-¾·~1;:;f
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Take l-15 to California Oaks Road (just two miles north of Rancho
California), Go east and follow signs.

ecializing in reconstruc-

· · C~nfe.r enc f {' Co,eri!'g lV'e!',AfWilliamsor:i;iGloria r;adsori

>~\vkins)towner of Inland Empire

offers homes with three and four bedrooms, one and
two stories and up to 1,744 square feet! These are
affordable homes with all the amenities and
ambiance you've come to expect from Pardee
Construction Company.

. ...

J

ecializing in Black Hair
re!

Over 38,000 homes built since 1948.
Pr ices, rates .ind terms subJccl to c hu n gc wi th o ut no tice and do not 1ncl,idc
l o l prem iu m ~ cmd op tional e xt ras
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Otis L. Jones
EBONY
CREST SALON

Attorney at Law

<0,1\t;,.!. <Woma.n

Mickey

~

NAIL TECH N ICIAN

~

to <Woma.n

'-J.\10"

[I..,., '1:l.nl,y.!}(;,,Jl,,

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Berpardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5579

R IVERSIDE . CA 92506
(714 ) 686-1290

A Touch Of Class
8151 Arlington Suite Y
Riverside, CA. 92503
(714)3S3;,1909
Anniversary Specials.
Curls (Jeri)
$40 M-W
Shampoo sets
10 M-W
Perms/Relaxers 25 M-W
Press-n-Curls
20 M-W
Hair weaving & Braiding Specials
Teer
One
Properties

(714)683-5339

"" __

~ ~~

·~

.:M. 2:)

o.,lana•• ol An,aic:on Boord

Olplomatc ol American Boa,d
Of Ob11cmcs and ~ology

{714) 948-11574
.

C-~J:8

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Medical Group

Ruy .$1,.,..i '1:i....r., .:M. 2:l.

7028 MAGNOLIA A VE .

ANGELO F. LEWIS
HAROLD J . KRAUSE
Owners

Tel,phone (714) 881 -1683

~,r-«t y.....,. ,,

Of Obslenic:s and G ~

Office Hours

• Corporale Accou nts
• Weddings
• Special E11enls
• Airport Shu ttle
• Proms
• Sweet " 16" Presentations
• Body Guard & RN's Available

249E. ~
San Bernardino, CA 92404

Sy Appointment

Sat. &. Ew Available

l\larcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Rivt.rside 684-2710

CAL Vi N HOBBS
OWNER

We Offer:

714 872-6380
24 Hr. Service

Blow styles, precision cuts, press &

Y<ia/to !Realty

curl
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes,
Weaves & Braids
Call For An Appointment:-

684-2710

1490 North " D" Street
San Bernardino. Ca. 92405
Sales I Loans

23741 G SUNNYMEAD BL V().
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/ 242-3414

Ask For
Angelo Butler

714 889-7081

Ceon Jones & Deborah w ·eathers

Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc.
5225 Canyon Crest Dr.. Ste. 79.
Riverside, CA 92507 (In Towne Ctr.)
(714) 788-6730
(714) 8 24-2060
24 Hr. Mobile For All
Your Locksmith Needs

If you are Renting ..•
You are buying a house for somebody.
Why not buy a home for yourself.

Gary

-~ ~ ~~~;;-~~-- ~ ~-

:Xails :J3y

-_~~~

. 'Pamela __ ~
✓,._:;.

.

;' (

& Kim Jordan
Bonded

MIKE TEER, BROKER
Notary Publlc

. ,.

\ I-

·\
Safes. Doad Bolts. Lockouts
Opened or Installed
St . Lie. No. 525853

-

·-~\ 'C7"

:· __,--,-

\

t

IT PAYS T~-~~OK WELL

~

Jot' s s,ir }ighl Bi,btr SJ.op
1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467

Ebcnt,,UW!t 8eal.c,.i Selan
1ta~dQ.~
(714)6116-1. .).(714)- ION

JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

_(714) 884-0484

M - F 9 :00 to 6:00
Sat. 9 - 3:00

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS

Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

GOLF BAG· LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHIN E PARLOR
5225 Canyon Crest Or. No.79

(714) 683-1777
SAM LEE

niversi de. CA 92 507

SHEILA STOKES. HAIR S1TLIST

711,Mf

SU- 1'•/J.

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92S01
(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92S01

Specializing in Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-inR

Gogi•~ Beauty Salon
139 West Foothill Blvd.
Rialtn, CA 92376

Salon ( 714 )875-158 1
Home (71 4 ) 864-4769

Balance
the

Fur Accessories
Located "A New Beginning"
Hair Salon 3701 Merrill No. 5
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)686-&210

!fair

Wllll

(Formal Wear)

ms & Hers Jewerly

Rentals &
Sales

hers: bracelets, earrings, necklaces,
purses, belts, hair ornaments.
his: bow ties, cuff links, tie tacks,
wrist warmers, gloves.

• Evening &
Wedding Gowns
• Party &

· your choice of fur, mink
in fme shades, also fox:,
and racoon.

Tues.-Sat. 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 percent off

Scales of Justice

Prom Dre..es

• Furs & Acce..orles
Wedding Coordinating
For Appqtfitment

Tuxedos available also

Call (714) 425-1621

Raymond E. Bernden
AttorneJ

at

Law

Legal Representation ,for

Mina's Fashions

• family Law
• Personal Injury
• Criminal Defense
• Workers Comp e.nsation

International Ladies Clothing
& Assessories
See the Latest in
New York Fashions
Coming soon:
African Attire - Kente Cloth
5184 Arlington - Hardman Center
Riverside, CA 92501
(714)689-3232

3585 Main Street, Suite 202
Riverside, California 92501

(714) 781-0507

For All Your Christan Needs
Call Evans

Bertha's Beauty
Salon & Boutique

qoe,d,

Boutique

Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices
Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names

Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off Wave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls
$5 off Wonder curl & Permanent Relaxers
MEN - WOMEN - · CHILDREN

Uz Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole LJttle
Ellen Tracey
Christian deCastelnau

1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1338 .

Anne Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil
Miss Ashlee
Charter Club
BISWoman

Just to name a few !

Main & Carter Business Center
045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena...-Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 Alt:-5:30 PK

'\

I\

.

1455 West Highland
Suite 14
San Bt>rnardino, CA.

I
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Christmas The Grandest Night Of All
By: REV. Leroi Lacey
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i <1ynan1ic style 'of1.pr~aching. Rev.
sClarlC has been Presiding Elder in
i\both ,Alabama and Florida.and has
; 'taught at MHes]t:¢olle~e ,and
'.hatladegll ,StatelJriiver.sity.\M;D.•

,~,i;;s
~i'rheological Seminary in Salisb\11)',
IN. C. Rev.

Clarlc bas always been active in
community affairs and despite a

recent lengthy illness. he's cwrentSupervisor _of the NAACP

1Iy

j;Election Committee and Vice
! Presidentof.theOGreaterHuntsville.
.[ ~h~pfe~~b'tHjbltat (Bureau_ of
:{!:lousing) Jbe,,Chapter,of Habitat
l\ currently has'five houses under
ii construction Jor underprivileged
1;, persons. In addition to these posts,
i Rev. Clark is also Chairperson of
1
.the Department of.Evangelism of
, the
Greafor . Huntsville
Interdenominational Ministerial
Fellowship. Rev. Clark has .a.
daughter, Cassandra SimmonsHunter, who resides in.Riverside
and is a member of Amos Temple
and a grandson, Darius Simmons, .
1
who is a junior at UCLA. Rev. M.
D. Clark will preach at the 8 a.rn..
service and Bishop E. Lynn Brown ·
· of the 9th Episcopal ,District.
i Everyone is-tnvited to c~me'ou~
§and ~ol'$hip for lhe-second annual
~'.Far;rii!!• J!rjen~ & N~ighbors ,Day
faJ t~gios;;Temple CME Church,
fl!December,23, 1990.

h)t.
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(E:va Duncan To Speak

w
f
"i\li Rev. Eva Duncan

TEXT: St. Luke 2:7
There are many great nights
mentioned in the Bible. Some of
them are laden with tragedy and
others are bright with hope. It
was a great night when God sent
His death angel down into
Egypt. This meant tragedy for
the Egyptians, for the first born
in every home died that night.
But it meant salvation for the
Israelites, because they were ',
safe behind the blood or a lamb
without blemish. This was a picture of the salvation which we
enjoy in Christ Jesus. It was a
great night when Jacob sleep
beneath the stars and dreamed of
a ladder reaching up into heaven, with the angels ascending
and descending upon that ladder.
It was a great night which
Daniel spent in the lions' den,
protected by the Almighty Hand
of God. It was a great night
when Nicodemus came to Jesus
and Jesus uttered the great eternal truth, "Ye must be born
again." It was a great night
when Jesus prayed in
Gethsemane, saying, "Not my
will, but thine be done." It was a
great night when Paul and his
companions were shipwrecked
and when God saved all who
were on board the ship. It was a
great night when Peter denied
Jesus and it was greater still
when he went out and wept bitter tears of repentance.
But the g~atest and grandest
night of all the years was the
night when .Jesus was born. He
was born to be our Saviour, born
to die for our sins, born to save
us, born that we might be
reborn, born to take us home to
heaven someday.
As the day wears away and
the sun goes down and that
night comes on, we see a man
approaching the little town of
Bethlehem. He is leading a donkey and on that donkey sits a
young woman. The man is
Joseph and the woman is
Mary. These two people are
keepers of a great secret. Some
months before this time an angel
had appeared to Mary. He had
told her that she was to bear a
child, that God would be the
father of this child and that she
would be the mother. You see,
God wanted His Son to come
into the world and go through
all the experiences of man and
finally die for man's sin. This
was His way of gening His Son
into the world. He was to be
born of a virgin and reared as
any nollilal child. But Mary was
puzzled when the angel gave her
this news. She had never had
any marital relations, so naturally she asked the question, "How
can this be?" The angel told her
that God would take care of
everything. He would bring this

wm be the

j/;ti '\VO,nian's Day speaker at St. First Con~onal United 'ch~h
~ui'AME on :the 5th Sunday, 21st Of Cluisl located 'a t' 3041 North,
1ffidHerrington in

San Bernardino.

~a'

. Sierra
will be ~n· Cali :'" '. ·
rc!jarge 'O(the motnmg worship
··
i" "-IL
.. ....,.
New ·.,
!hour.
Rev._J>uncan is one of the newly Birth
'ordained elders of the church, she is
~~1
Cliuich' ~ ;be:
~ ~te'or Claremont School of presentiril!il:'.Chfi~'imas'ril'ti!icaf
rrhe<>logy' .
··
program Suii'day everiingat 6 pJD. I
Z,'. ' <' ; . 1 ·
The Faplily Chlirch Choir ·and;

ti(J.~fSJJ!Jssionarie~

Ii'
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great thing to pass through the
power of the Holy Spirit. So
Mary bowed her head and said,
"I am the handmaiden of the
Lord. Be it unto me according to
thy word." Than the angel went
to Joseph and said to him,
"Mary is to bear a son and his
name shall be called Jesus. Go
ahead and marry her for the
child that she will bear will be
born through the power of the
Holy Spirit."
Now we see Joseph going
from one inn to another, but
every place is Crowded. It is
time for the taxing of the people
and multitudes have gathered in
the little town. Finally, the y
found resting place in a stable.
Mary's time had come and that
night Christ was born. While the
cattle munched their hay, while
the stars shore down upon the
barn, while the angels sang,
"Glory to God in the Highest,"
the Son of Man came into the
world. What a night that was! It
was the night which has meant
more than any other night. This
was the grandest night of all the
years, the night of nights, the
night when Christ was born.
I. When Was Jesus Born?
We fine the answer to that
question in Galatians 4;4. He
came "in the fullness of time"
Why didn't He come a hundred
years before or a hundred years
after that time? It was because
God has a program for the
world. He is always on time. He
sent His Son when it was the
best time for Him to come.
( 1. Let us look at God's
promises of the Saviour.
(1) The whole thing started in
the Garden of Eden. Man had
just fallen into sin, and with him
had brought the whole human
race tumbling down into utter
ruin. Because the serpent had
been used of the devil to temp
man, God pronounced a curse
upon him. He said that the seed
of the woman would bruise the
head .>f the serpent. In other
words, Christ would some day
crush Satan. Yonder in the
manger lies the baby, the seed of
a woman. Man had nothing to
do with His birth. This baby
would grow up and crush Satan
and one day cast him into the
lake of fire.
(2) When Abraham came
God told him that through his
descendants all the nations of
the earth would be blessed.
Jesus was the One destined (person) to bless all nations. And
true to this promise, history
shows that he has done so.
(3) When David came he
sang of a great king whose name
would endure forever. The
name, Jesus has been used for
two thousand years and as long

as God lasts, that precious Name
will endure.
(4) Isaiah said, "His Name
shall be call Wonderful,
Counselor, the Mighty God, the
Everlasting Father, the Prince of
Peace." His names denote His
offices. He has filled every one
of these offices. (5) We are told
that He would come from the
Tribe of judah, and the line of
David and that He would be
born in Bethlehem. Every detail
of Old Testament prophecy was
fulfilled in Jesus Christ.
II. Look at the Two Groups
Which Participated in the
Events of That Night
The Angels. An angel came
to Zacharias and foretold the
birth of John the Baptist, who
was the forerunner of Jesus. Am
angle appeared to Mary and.
announced the birth of Jesus. Ant
angel appeared to Joseph, com-·
forted his heart and told him to,
take Mary as his wife. Then om
the Great Night an angel of the:
Lord appeared to the shepherds,.
saying, "Unto you this day ini
the city of David a Saviour·
which is Christ the Lord.,,.
Suddenly the heavens were
filled with angels and they sang
the great chorus, "Peace on
earth.good will to men." The
birth of Christ was so important
that God open up the heavens
and sent His best angelic choir
down to sing about it.
Angels are holy and beautiful
creatures endowed with supernatural powers and wisdom .
They were not born- they were a
special creation of God. They
never die. They are pure enough
to dwell with God and serve
Him. They ministered to Christ
after the temptation and
strengthened Him in the Garden
of Gethsemane. When He was
in the tomb an angel rolled the
tone away.When He ascended
to Heaven, two angels stood
y and said that He was coming
again. When He does come, He
will be surrounded by all of His
holy angels.
The Shepherds. On that glorious night the mighty Caesar
slept in his golden canopied bed
in Rome, but no one came to
him from heaven to tell him that
the saviour had been born. The
high priest slept in his palace in
Jerusalem, but no angel knocked
at his door and he heard no song
of"Peace on earth.good will
toward men. " God's angel
appeared, not to the high and
mighty, not to the rich, nor to
the learned, but to the poor
shepherds who were keeping
watch over their flocks by night.
This doesn't mean that the
rich people cannot come to
Jesus. Abraham and David were
rich and one was called the

11:00 am - Sunday Service
9. 30 am - Sunday School
. 7:30 pm - Prayer Meeting
6:45 am - Women in Prayer
(Tuesday)

An House of Prayer
International

t ....... . ·-.-_ --...
~

,:?"

381-2322

for Info.

887-0146

Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

WED. EVE. PRAYER & BIBLE
SUN. BIBLE SCHOOL
MORNING WORSIITP

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E.
CHURCH
4009 Locust Street

You Can Have A Copy of The
Bible On Tape Narrated By
Ruby Dee & Ossie Davis

7:00 PM
10:00AM
11:30AM

ClllLDREN'S & YOUTH CLASSES

(comer of Locust & 10th Street)

Riverside, California 92501
Church (714) 689-9406
Manse. (714)683-2635

Only

1583 West Baseline Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 889-0506

We note next that the shepherds spread the glad tidings,
telling the glorious . story of
Jesus to everyone they met. That
is what we need to do today. The
world needs this message- it is
wrong and wicked for us to hold
tightly to it and not give it out to
others who need it. When Jesus
healed and blessed people. He
said to them. "Go tell it. " We
have been saved and it is our
duty to tell the world of His saving grace.
Maybe you-can't preach the
Gospel, but you can make it
possible for others to tell the
story. A business man said to me
some time ago, "I am a timid
man. I can't tell others about
Jesus, but I can make money
and give this money so that others can tell the story of Christ."
Let us remember that when we
give our tithes and offerings we
are helping preachers and missionaries around the world to
spread the glad tiding.
Listen friends, all that you
can ever do will not repay Christ.
for all that He has done for you.
He ask you to do just one thingopen up your heart, let Him
come in, then live for Him every ·
day in such a way that when you1
come to the end of life you can 1
hear Him saying, "Well done,
thou good and faithful servant."
Preached by; Reverend LeRoL
Lacey on Sunday,December.16,
1990 at the Macedonia
Missionary Baptist Church,
Pomona,CA.

1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401

· occasion/ ! A.Cordial welcome' oo,
share'this tiiiit of joy is extended'fo:
thecCl~unity.
· . ~ f

~ ~
Now Available At

REV. Leroi Lacey

Bethel A.M.E. Church

~yec_ial ';)j>t~p~r.at,ions for. tlliS'

$19.95

Friend of God, while the other
was a man after God's own
heart. Jesus welcomes all who
come unto Him. His arms are
wide open. He is always saying,
"Come unto Me." Some of the
richest, some of the greatest,
some of the most prominent
people who ever lived have been
humble Christians. But when
anyone comes to Christ, be he
rich or poor, king or slave, he
must come as a poor lost sinner,
trusting only in Christ for salvation. He must say. "Nothing in
my hand I bring, Simply to thy
cross I cling."
We note that these shepherds
had a simple childlike faith.
When the angel gave them themessage of Christ's birth, they
did not exclaim, "What a
strange story indeed." They
didn't argue about the biological
impossibility of the virgin birth.
They simply said, "Let us go
right now and see this thing
which God has brought to pass."
Oh, how blessed are the people
who believe that God has said!
And how sad are those skeptics
who will not believe something
they can't explain. A Saviour is
for the people who know that
they need a Saviour. The good
news of the Gospel is good
news only to those who believe
it.
Christmas has no true meaning except to those who see
Christ in it.All the Christ carols,
all the brightly lighted
Christmas trees, all the sweet
greetings of friends and loved
ones, all the feasting, all these
are empty forms unless you
know Christ as your Saviour.
So we see the shepherds
going to see the baby Jesus.
Surely God must have watched
over their flocks that night, so
that not one lamb was seized by
a wolf. The glad shepherds had
time to go and see Jesus. So
many people pass Him by today.
He offers salvation to everyone.
He wants to bless today and forever. He wants to lift that burden
of sin off your soul and give you
peace. But many people are too
busy with the things of this
world. They have no time for
Hirn. I would like to ask them
this question, "What will a man
profited if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own
soul?"

"An Ye Shall Know The Truth,
and the Truth Shall Make You Free"
(St. John 8:32)

Sunday School ....... 9:30 A.M.
orship Service ..... ll:00 A.M.
YPD Meeting
, ?ad and 4th Sunday Afternoon
Wednesday
yer Mee1ing ....... 7:00 P .M.
Rev,_J. Curtis Foster Jr.
ble Study ...... 7:30-8:30 P .M.
Pastor

"COMMIT YOUR LIFE TO JESUS CHRIST"
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST - OVERSEER

•

Brown's Books
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Church »irectory
The Black Voice News
Second Baptist Church

-Good News ~ionary Baptistj Greater Faith ~ionary Bapt.
4104 Park Ave.
·
P .O . Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
i
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastorl
(714) 787-8667 .
i

Sunday Services

2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 684-7532

6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-2500

Sunday Services
Sunday School - 9: 15 a.m.
Devotional Services - 10:15 a.m.
Children's Church - 10:15 a.m.
Nursery (opened) - 10: 15 a.m.
Bible Study (Wed.)- 7:45 p.m.
Wed: Pra}'.er ~-~rvices -7:00 p.m.

Sunday
11 :00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
I I..
:00- Morning Worship
.

Perris 5th Street Seventh Day
Adventist

Riverside Faith Temple
2355 Pennsylvania A venue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170

300 E . 5th Street
: : Perris, CA 92370

Pastor Jesse Wilson
(714) 657-2798
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth
Program

1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
. Riverside, CA 92507
· Rev.Campbell, Pastor
l (714) 684-8782
.

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor
Saturday Services
9:15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11:00- Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30- Friday Evening

9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Refreshing Spring Temple

Saturday Services
9: 15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Church Service
. 5 :00 Adventist Youth Service J.

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
_Riverside, CA 92507

Macedonia Baptist Church
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.

(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor

Sun.day Service

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA. 92405
(714)887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Pastor Rev. R.A. McKinley

5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686~1580
Elder James D: Dew, Pastor

9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00 BTU
6:00 Evening Worship
Rev. 0 .E. Jones

1

Wednesday Worship Service
7:30 p .m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor

Sunday 'Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M.
St. John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000

Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Mariposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
Rev. James M. Hardy- Pastor
(714)780-2240

Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service

Sunday Service

1-----------

9
9:30
10:45
5:30
6

Friendship Missionary Baptist
1------------' Church

Temple Missionary Baptist

Friendship Mi~ionary Baptist
Church
1Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street

Church

Weekly Schedule:

1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(714) 888-2038

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 :00 a.m.
Monday Mission- 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m.

420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
(7,14) 793-1074

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Sunday Services

Park Avenue Baptist Church

Anticoch Baptist
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes Pastor ·
(714)688-7872

10:30 A.M. - Morning Worshi1t

Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist

9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Moming Worship
6:30 Evening Worship

Second Baptist, Redlands

Sunday Worship
9: 15 A.M. - Church School

. 5476 34th Street
· ,Rubidoux, CA
t 714) 684-6480

Sunday Services

Saturday Service

2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
784--0860
Pastor: Rev. F .E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20 a.m.
Morning Service - 11: 15 a.m.
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights
at 7:30 p.m. & activities for the
children.
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Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st)
Evening Worship

Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 :00 a.m.
Monday Mission - 7 :00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study- 7:00 p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m.

~J1 Fontana, C4 92336

9:00 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30 B.T.U.
· 7 :00 Evening Service
· ., _ _Nursery Services PrQvided

New Hope Baptist - Perris
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev . Montgomery, Pastor
(714)780-7 110
J
Sunday Services
I 9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

Bright Star Missionary
Baptist Church
S306 ODEL
Community Baptist Church
Rubidoux, California
'·' Come Let Us Reason Together' Sunday School - 9:30 am
Morning Worship - 11 am
Sunday School
9:30A.M.
Evening Worship 7:00 pm
Morning Worship 11:00A.M. ·wed. Bible Study 6:30 pm
B.T.U.
S:OOP.M.
Pastor K. Solomon
Wed.
PRAYERAND
Williams
7:00P.M.
BIBLE STUDY
15854 Carter St. , Fontan·a: CA @MIAAtfillfldllll!llw!illll!IIIIIIIIWIJl!Jlllil!
R . -,lil!l!ll,_iilli.~AA[i(!jt·g ·ift
1

350-9646

Read
The
Voice

Bethesda Mmionary Baptist
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave:
San Bernardino, CA 9241 l ·
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Worship Hour

~
-&l"lmltffili-~k~. lll!llllltllllllMllll/llllll!llllllliJIJ!IIIMIIIIMl!!lllll]IIII
'

Come And See M. B. Church
(Temporary l ocation)
Creekside Elementary School
13563 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 91388
(Mailing A ddress)
P. 0 . Box 8182
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 780-7836 or 780-0126
Grand Opening
November 5-26, 1989
9:30 a.m. - School Of Wisdom
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship

I,.
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Services Held At:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA ·

WORSHIP SERVICES

Rev. Joel Steward

Full lighthouse
Gospel Church
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, California

-

~

SUN D AY:
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship-10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY:
Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study - 7:00 p.m.
Rev. POJd s. Munford, M. Div., Pastor

"Everyone Welcome"

CAN'T MAKE IT TO CHURCH
KPRO 1570AM

_Sunday mornings
at 7:30 A.M.

(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809

Brooks,

~ (714) 899-0777

~

~

Sunday Worship Servtce-11 :OOam,
Sunda y School-9:30am
Vesper Servtce-7:30pm
Prayer·7 :()()pm
Wednesday Bible Study-7:()()pm

Rev. Charles
Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue

(714) 887-2526 Church

Sunday

~~ JOY BAPTIST CHl!Jlc

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92411
(714) 887-1718

1: - - - - - - - - - -

. Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor

Weekly Schedule:

St. Paul A.M.E. Church

"

1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

Dr. E. Jones Pastor from Compton, C A

"Faith is the substance of things
hoped
for,seen."
the evidence of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
things not

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Service -11:00 a.m.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. N ite Prayer - 6:00 p.m.
Wed. Nite Bible Study
6:00 p.m.

New Hope Baptist, S.B. ~

Listen to our Radio
Broadcast Ministry

,-

Life Changing
Ministries

Ephesian New Testament
Church

"Bible Teaching Church"

- Outreach Ministries -

1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885

~ D A Y WORSHIP WCATION:
ETIWANDA HIGH SCHOOL

13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Chuck Sing]etoii
Senior Pastor

SERVICE TIMES:

(Comer of Watennan and Baseline)

Pastor Reginald Woods

H allelujah Servi<.:e ..................9:00 a.m.

Catherdial Worslup..............11:00 a.m.
Baptism Service..........·-··········.4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location)
The Great Family Assembly..6:00 p.m.

'"'..ommunity Baptist Church ·.
Redlands
.
937 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92374

Sunday Services
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30-Sunday School
11 ;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarrl
Pastor

.

Rev. Emory
P astor
·

James,

16286 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana

Sunday Services-9 & .10:45 a.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm:

Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life.

\

823-3400

AMOS T EMPLE CME
271911th Street
(714) 683-1567

Second Baptist Church
2991 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502 ··
(714) 684-7532

Worship Services
'Morning Worship . .......... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School. ...... . ..... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship. .. .. . ... 11 :00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday . ..... . .. .. .... : 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington,_Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Children's Church 10:15 a.m.
Nursery Opened 10:15 a.m.
Bible Study 7:45 p·.m. Wednesdays
Prayer Services 7:00 p.m. Wednesday
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PRICES GOOD WED., DEC. 19
THRU TUES., DEC. 25. SOME ITEMS
AT REGULAR PRICES. NOT ALL
NT ITEM
PRICES

n,n,,nTu

Wecanya
wide selection of
\\11

~,, 1,J !''"\ol,'
,JI,....,

~~
candy for your
holidayattdsl

Brandon Holmes to Appear
on 3 Primetime Shows This
week
Brandon LaMar Holmes, is an
old hand at the television industry
and he is only a third grade student. Brandon is an active member at St. Paul AME church and a
student at Kendall Elementary
school.
Brandon will appear this week
on three shows, Thursday,
December 20, 10 p.m., he can be
seen on Knotts Landing with
another favorite Kent MastersKing. Friday he will appear on
Quantum Leap NBC Channel 4 at
8 pm and on Monday, December
24, on Major Dad at 8:30p.m. on
Channel 2.
Brandon has been on Full
House, The Gary Shandling Show
, Doogie Houser M.D. and movie
Nasty Boys.
Brandon is looking for more
opportunities in movies, television
and commercials. He plans to continue to improve his drama skills.

• 8-EVENT 14 DAY
PROGRAMMABLE TIMER
• FREEZE FRAME & 3 SPEED
SELECTIONS
• HIGH QUALITY PICTURE
ENHANCEMENT
• FULL FUNCTION WIRELESS
REMOTE CONTROL

(i) GoldStarHQ

5O%0/fALL
REVLON IMPLEMENTS

Keep nails groomed to perfection with the
righl implements. Every precision piece in
stock at half price!

99

VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDER

WITH REMOTE CONTROL

# GHY-1700

Enjo y movies and other VHS video cassettes at
home. Record programs while you·r e away or
while you're watching another program.

WHIU STO(l(S lASTI

~GoldStar

1991 Brings Tax Law
Changes
The new year will bring in a
number of changes to the tax laws
administered by the State Board
of Equalization.
The most notable of those tax
changes is the partial exemption
from use tax on merchandise
purchased in a foreign county. A
companion to the sales tax, the
use tax applies to merchandise
purchased outside California by
its residents and brought back into
the state for storage, consumption,
or use. Effective September
30, 1990, Senate Bill 2455
provides a use tax exemption for
the first $400 of property
purchased by an individual from a
retailer in a foreign county within
any 30 day period and personally
hand carried into this state from
the foreign country.
Highlights of other legislative
changes affecting the tax laws
administered by the State Board
of Equalization include
• Effective June 1,1990, schoolsponsored youth groups and
certain other nonprofit youth
organizations may be regarded as
consumers, rather than retailers,
for sales tax purposes. (AB 520)
• Effective September 30, 1990,
claims for the parent/child
exclusion (Proposition 58) must
be filed within three years after
the date the property is transferred
between the parent and child, or
prior to transfer of the property to
a third party, whichever is earlier.
(AB 3843)
• Effective September 30, 1990,
under various excise and property
taxes administered by the Board,
relie f from tax, penalty and
interest may be granted if a person
fails to make a timely return or
payment, and the Board finds that
the person's failure was due to the
person's reasonable reliance on
written advice from the Board.
(SB 1898)
• The sales tax reimbursement
schedules have been amended to
reflect mathematically accurate
amounts for tax calculations on
purchases of up to one dollar. (SB
2196)
• Interest payments by the
Board to taxpayers and by
taxpayers to the Board will be
computed on the basis of simple,
not compound interest (SB 2196)
All legislation is effective
January 1,1991 unless otherwise
indicated.

99
#ER-376
WHILE
STOCKS
LAST!

TURNTABLE FOR EVEN HEATING!

Come up to the high speed
convenience of microwave cooking!
Generous capacity, interior light and
lauch pad canlrols.

POLAROID VHS

VIDEO TAPE

·249!"
Slandard quality. Fantastic value!

'P.~

HARMONIC

MUSICAL ·
ANIMALS -

99

%

0Off

OUR ENTIRE

POLAROID

Jewelry

p216!.!

INSTANT FILM

STOCK OF

Choice of 600 Plus or Spectra System.

HOLIDAY COLLECTION

DOLE

M&M'SCANDY

PINEAPPlE

GORTON'S

ClAMS

1~~!,~oz 39~:. 69~0?.

'---- - - -=-- - - ---' Delicious foil wrapped morsels. Assorted varieties.

Sliced. Chunk, Crushed or Tidbits. Chopped or Minced.

WHIU STOCKS LAST!

WHIU STOCKS LASTI

o., Advertising Policy: If an item is IIOI 4tsaibed as reactd or a spteial pur<••se, it may bt at !he regular price. Aspecial

purdiase, "'"911 not reduced, is • omhlntli19 Hlue. Olr intention is to han every adnrtised item in stock and on Hr
shelves. If yow local sttrt sllt,ld rvn out of 111y adv
item duri19 !he sale period, or shtvld an item not arrive due to
unforts. . circumstancts, !ht sttrt wAI issue a Cou"HY Card (raincheck) on rtqutsl fOf !ht item to it purchased at !ht
sale pri<e where,er GYailable. This does nat apply to d-<• and dose•out sales or to special purchases where quantities
are ntcmarily limited to stack GYa~allle.
NO SALES TO DEALERS.

I

.

.
I

DIICevER

lOTIERY TICKETS
AVAIUBlE AT All
CAllFORNIA THRIITT
·onus STORES

q
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Lou Rawls Parade of Stars Set to Run Again
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College Fund.
Exciting performances and
personal appeals from telethon
participants in previous years
have helped the "Lou Rawls
Parade of Stars" raise more than
$77 million in cash and pledge~
for UNCF. These stars, according to Rawls, have graciously
donated their time to help ensu
that deserving students have e

·~v'

opportunity to go to college.
Viewers of the 11th annual
"Parade of Stars" will be entertained by a diverse group of
stars,
including
Angela
Winbush, Michael McDonald,
Herbie Hancock, Tony! Toni!
Tone'!, Hinton Battle and Carter
and Chanel.
Three-time Grammy awardwinning performer Natalie Cole
will help generate dollars for
education on this year's show,
which will be broadcast nationally from Hollywood and Las
Vegas. Cole, a frequent telethon
guest, is the current host of "Big
Break," an innovative music and
variety show which features
urban and contemporary music.
Her latest recording, "Good To
Be Back," includes the smash
hit, "Wild Women Do," from the
film "Pretty Woman."
The distinct and unmistakable
sounds of the Whispers will also
resound during the seven-hour
broadcast. A veteran vocal
group with more than 20 years
in the business, the Whispers
have "always been the kind of
group that could find new ways
to do old things," says lead tenor
Walter Scott. The group's most
recent concert tour drew capacity audiences in nearly every
venue across the country. -more
Other stars scheduled to
appear on the telethon include
The Time, Terry Steele,
Tramaine Hawkins, Peter Allen,
Charlton Heston, Oprah
Winfrey, Petula Clark, Today,
Reba McEntire, Vesta Williams,
Neil Sedaka and Bryant
Gumbel.
The "Lou Rawls Parade of
Stars" is made possible with the
support of its national and
founding sponsor, AnheuserBusch
Companies,
Inc.
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by Jayne Hansen
A four-year holiday tradition, the United Way shopping bag fundraiser at Montclair Plaza will be open through Chrisonas Eve. All
onations will go toward the ML Baldy Region United Way's 199().:
1 campaign. United Way-funded agencies, local businesses and
ommunity members are volunteering to staff the booth during most
shopping hours. The booth is in the plaza's lower-level near Santa
Claus. Homart Development Co. and the Montclair Plaza
erchant's Association are the
nsors. Pictured standing are (left
o right): Eugene Mc Adorns, booth volunteer and Association for
Retarded Citizens. Ontario-Pomona (OPARC) client; William H.
Meyer, United Way campaign chair and Kaiser Permanente, Inland
Area medical group administrator; and Paula Dempsey, Montclait
Plaza marketing manager. Seated are: Earlene Palhamus, booth volunteer and OPARC client; and Steven Weiss, booth volunteer and
OPARC client

King Cobra Crowns
by Kevin Williams
King Cobra Premium Malt
Liquor -one of the hottest-selling brands in 1990 - has added
three new marketing representatives who are guaranteed to help
maintain the brand's momentum
into 19')1.
In a recent contest held in San
Diego, Anheuser-Busch wholesalers elected Raphael Marrs of
Chicago, Michelle Moody of
Los Angeles, and Kita Harrison
of Atlanta, as the newest Miss
King Cobra representatives. The
three newly-selected "Cobra
Ladies" will represent and promote the King Cobra brand in

special events across the country.
"While we originally intended to have only one winner, the
vote was so close we felt it only
fair to utilize the top three vote
getters," said Al Cummings,
brand manager for King Cobra.
"We were very pleased with the
results and feel these three will
do outstanding work as representatives of the King Cobra
brand."
All three ladies bring impressive backgrounds and experience to this new position.
Raphael Marrs is a part-time
model who currently works in
the cosmetics industry.

Natalie Cole
styles. Although rooted in jazz,
Reeves shows her diversity in
her latest recording, "Never Too
Far."
"!really love what I did," she
says about the live studio
recorded album. "There was a
feeling of creating music, not
just manufacturing it. The music
always has a smile."
Nearly 90 percent of students
attending UNCF schools require
financial assistance to complete
their college education, since a
majority come from low-income
families. Contributions generated b.v the "Lou Rawls Parade of
Stars" telethon help UNCF colleges keep tuition low.

Stay At Home Dinner ?

r;gni~aic~

ifq,~f.

Anheuser-Busch is helping to
launch the second decade of the
telethon by underwriting the
production of the program and
through its Budweiser brand, the
company provides national promotional, advertising and marketing support.
The Kellogg Company is
national co-sponsor for the sixth
consecutive year. Kellogg also
provides substantial support for
local broadcasts of the telethon
in more than 65 markets across
the country.
Some 48,000 students at
UNCF schools benefit from the
contributions generated by the
exciting telethon. The show
makes it possible for these
youngsters to continue moving
forward and to succeed in their
respective disciplines. -more
Youth
phenom
Tevin
Campbell, like students attending UNCF colleges, represents
the future. The Dallas native
began singing at the age of five,
and, like many AfricanAmerican star vocalists, became
a favorite soloist at his church.
Tevin got his big break in
1988 when he auditioned for a
role on the Lorimar children's
TV program, "Wally & The
Valentine." That's where he met
Siedah Garrett, who, in turn,
introduced him to Quincy Jones.
Although he is being compared to the likes of "Little"
Stevie Wonder and "young"
Michael Jackson, Tevin is keeping things in perspective. He
plans to attend college to develop proficiency in computers.
Dianne Reeves, who has performed on recordings with
telethon host Lou Rawls, composer/producer George Duke
and many others. has demonstrated a wide range of musical

Her long-term goal is to
become a marketing executive.
"I enjoyed the tournament
tremendou~ly," she said. "All
the people associated with it
were first-cl,,ss." Michelle
Moody, originally from Flushing
Queens. N. Y., currently resides
in Los Angeles and is looking
forward to the opportunity to
work with the wholesalers
throughout the western United
States.
She has won several pageants
and has been featured in Ebony
magazine. She currently studies
English at Cal State UniversityLos Angeles, while also working as part-owner/manager of an
I

-i~'

The National Council of
Negro Women is marking their
55th Anniversary during the
month of December with a type
of fundraising dinner many will
find a welcome relief to the
usual fare. The recently mailed
invitation promises "no crowded
reception. no hairdo, no tuxedo,
no taxi, no rubber chicken, no
honorarium for speaker, no concerns where your contribution
will go, no child care, and so on.
The nationally-based organization representing over four
million women has organized a
"Stay-At-Home-Dinner" in
honor of its founding in 1935 by
legendary educator and civil
rights leader Mary McLeod
Bethune. Mrs. Bethune founded
the NCNW while serving as the
first African-American advisor
to a U.S. President, then
Franklin Delanore Roosevelt
"With this unusual idea, we
are hopefully sending a serious
message at the same time," stated Dorothy L. Height, president
of the National Council of
Negro Women. "People are concerned where their contributions
are going and what percentage
actually will reach its purpose.
At a time of economic downturn
the need for help by those most

hree L ·a dies
automobile dealership. ·
"The western region is the
biggest in terms of King Cobra
sales, so I'm definitely looking
forward to representing the
brand next year," said Moody.
Kita Harrison, who will represent the southeast, hails from
Atlanta and also has extensive
modeling experience.
"I started as a dancer in my
hometown of Asheville, North
Carolina. From there, during my
college years, I auditioned and
appeared in several print and
television ads." Harrison says
she has actually done more acting than modeling work, but
considers the Miss King Cobra

role a premiere opportunity. "I
was totally surprised with the
decision, she said.
"I feel honored I was selected
as one of the winners. The
University of Tennessee graduate
has
a degree in
Communications, with a minor
in Speech and Theater.
She likes writing poetry and
has a role in the film "Love
Crimes," which will be released
next summer. She plans to pursue a graduate degree in Film
Education and a career in film
making. King Cobra Premium
Malt Liquor is brewed by
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis,
Mo.

at-risk and vulnerable is even
greater. As an organization with
the historical legacy of the
NCNW, we view each anniversary as an opportunity to celebrate the work that came before
this. But more importantly, it is
a moment when we rededicate
ourselves to the challenges that
lay immediately at hand. That
spirit we hope is captured in this
idea"
The invitation notes that
every dollar raised in the campaign sent will go 100% in suppo rt of NCNW programs.
Donors have the opportunity to
contribute $1 or more for each
of NCNW's 55 years.
Through activities such as
The Black Family Reunion
Celebration the NCNW is
regarded by many as the primary advocacy group working on
behalf of African-American
women and families. The Black
Family Reunion Celebration has
attracted over three million participants during annual weekend
gatherings in six major U.S.
cities. The contributions raised
through this campaign will aid
in funding the five year old public event dedicated to fostering
self help solutions and positive
images of Black fam ilies.
Additionally, programs relating
to leadership trai ning for
women. human rights advocacy,
child care, health! assi~~ce t9
women in developing African
countrie;; and other family activities will also benefit.
For further information, contact the National Council of
Negro Women at (202) 6590006. NCNW national headquarters are located at 12 11
Connecticut Avenue, N . W.,
Washington, DC 20036.
The final selection of the
medalist is made by a
Committee of Award selected by
the Association's Board of
Directors.
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Kaiser Awards Scholarships to 24 Local Nursing Students
by Jayne Marlatt
Twenty-four Inland Empire
nursing students were recently
awarded scholarships totaling
$43,000
from
Kaiser
Permanente 's Inland and
Riverside Areas. The scholarships support the efforts of community nursing educators by
making funds available to nursing students in several sectors of
the community.
The scholarships were awarded in five different categories:
minority students, students
attending schools affiliated with

a Kaiser Permanente facility,
students of nursing as a second
career, academic excellence, and
graduate nursing study. Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals has
awarded a total of $185,000 in
scholarships to nursing students
throughout t he Southern
California. area.
"This contribution is a
demonstration of Kaiser
Permanente 's commitment to
address the nursing shortage,"
said Betty Fisher, Nursing
Recruiter at Kaiser Pellllanente
Medical Center in Fontana. "We
are pleased to be able to support

the educational needs of such a Dille y, Alta Loma; Vija yan
large group of students and to Ponnuraja, Norco; Janell Poole,
contribute to their future in nurs- Norco.
ing.
Collee of the Desert: Laura
"Kaiser Permanente believes Orlando, Palm Desert; Thomas
that everyone benefits from our Sneester, Desert Hot Springs;
nursing scholarship program ," Loma Linda University: Linda
said Janis Tobias, Director of Edell, Costa Mesa: Joan Ness,
Nursing at Kaiser Permanente Temec ula; Shirley Poling,
Medical Center in Riverside, Chino
Hills ;
Riverside
"which helps to ensure quality Community: Collee Becky
health care professionals n ot S t a C k h O U S e ,
only for our program but for the Canyon Lake; Michelle Watts,
community as well."
Riverside,
The following students
Cal State University. San
received scholarships:
Berna rdino: Debra Adair,
Chaffey College: David Therm al ; Heynan Byon,

San Bernardino; Lucinda Carpe,
Mentone; Kathryn Deitch,
Irvine; Carolina Sandoval,
Fontana; Mary Schneider,
Rialto.
San Bernardino Valley
College: Kathy Abrantes,
Crestline; Maureen Hersch,
Running Springs; Judy Tobin,
Crestline; Della Tolbert ,
Bloomington.
Victor Valley College:
Barbara
Abeytia:,
Hesperia; Diego Garcia,
Victorville; Sonja Potter,
Apple Valley; Wanda Scott

Apple Valley.

Kaiser Permanente Medical
Care Program provides comprehensive health care to more than
2.1 million Health Plan mem bers in Southern California and
more than 6.2 million nationwide, including more than
300,000 people in the Inland
Area at the Fontana medical
center and at outpatient offices
in Claremont, Colton, Lom a
Linda,
Ontario, Rancho
Cucamonga,
and
San
Bernardino; and 100,000 people
in the Riverside area at th e
Riverside medical center and its
Moreno Valley, Parle Sierra.

Rialto Teacher Goes To Russia On Special Assignment
by Ruth Harriss

State
Builds New f.arklnt Lot .
-~
./~{1 -;::'•
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{ W~rk is nowtunderw,a y on an 802-space parking lot project at
(::alifomia State University, San Bernardino. reports William Shum, .
director of physical planning and developmenL , .
:;,,. Ph~ one <>f the project c~ists of a 567~space Jot under construction
~ in iii;·campus/'foregrounl between'' the existing'.maiit i,£aiid Northpark
~ Boulevard, just east of Univer:sity Parkway/ A construction fence boJders
l the area. Motorists and pedestrians are urgedto exercise caution when
traveling near the site·' ' ...
" tac, "
' .·· '}' ·..
The project's seco~d phasecons~ts of a 235:spac~parking lot to be ,
located immediately east of the existing housing area parking lot Both
lots are being built-by San Bernardino-based Kruger & McCrew
Construction Company. Construction is anticipated to be complete by
May 8, 1991. Additional information regarding this project is available
from Shum at (714) 880-5136.

New Minority Admissions Counselor at IMU

t

Los Angeles - Inglewood rendent Charles Mason will travel to high
~ schools throughout California to speak to students about opportunities
: available at Loyola Marymount University in his position as the new
minority admissions counselor at the University.
Mason, formerly the director of the College Advisement Center in the
Crenshaw Disttict;«.has served as a college and financial aid adviser to
,. low income and minority students for the past nine years.

i

"I think my experience offers a different perspective since I've been
' on the outside trying to get students in; now I'm on the inside. I have
\'. helped quite.a few S!udems be admitted at Loyola Marymount," said
l:;~ n ,w!19 ~µt y!sii high, school .campuses'and greet groups of potential
{sfudents who visiiLoyolaMarymount to explain admission.policies and
)!:details ahoiit
r'trianciiil
aid . ·' l'
.
.
·
i·, . .
i ..
..
ii';C Loyola Marym9unt's undergraduate minority enrollment is) 4 pertccl1t. \Vith15 ~ceiit ~ing African American; 13 percentAsian~'I>acific)1
;Jslander:"15 j>'ercenf 'Litino/and l percent Native Af!lerican~Tbe'i
ip:niversity,eru:ol!( ~-hi&¥st percentage ofLatino) tudents in the'Los'1
w '·geles
accpt.diiiglo,a repon-~y,_t~e <:alifomia Postsec9ndarff
· om:~ion! .·· · · .,... '
.··
···. i!v~ · · ·
· ..,

ar~a."
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Wendy Dibble, on speci al
assignment at the Rialto Unified
School District Education Center
as an Educational Technology
teacher is left Thursday,
December 13, for a three-week
stint in the Soviet Union.
The trip is part of the Soviet
Outreach program sponsored by
the East Bay CUE (Computer
Using Educators) affiliate. The
10 people making the journey
will help plan for an Educational
Technology Conference in the
Moscow area next summer.
Hosted by the Soviet
Computer Club BYTIC, each of
the American participants will
give a presentation about something teachers do in American
classes. Dibble plans to discuss
the use of the video camera as an
excellent way to motivate students to learn across the curricu-

lum. Interpreters will be available. If the equipment is available-and compatible with USA
model s- she plans to show a
video tape of examples of video
projects created by Rialto students . BYTIC i s located in
Troitsk, approximately an hour
from Moscow.
CUE 's expertise in conference
planning for more than 13 years
is one of the reasons the group of
ten educators will go to Russia.
The technological level in the
Russian classroom is probably
comparable to the USA in the
1950's, Dibble said.
There are an increasing number of computer clubs in Russia,
and while they are in some way
tied to the Soviet educational
system, students attend only
after school. BYTIC has a variety of technological equipment,
including a modem (a phone line
co nnected to a computer) on

which members communicate
with American educators on
Computer Bulletin Boards such
as PEACE NET, a program similar to CompuServe. Dibble considers this an accomplishment
because most Russians do not
have phones, and those who do
usually don't have the type that
can dial out of the country."At
least 50% of those attending the
symposium will be scientists
rather than teachers", Dibble
said. " Teachers wouldn't normally attend such a meeting in
the USSR, so scientists come, I
believe, to see how we use computers in education in the United
States."
Dibble, who spent the past
fi ve years te aching at Boyd
Elementary School, is excited at
the prospect of learning about
the culture and practices of a
country that has created so many
changes in its basic structure in

Soroptim ist International of Riverside is seek applicants for grant of $1,000
by Doris Churry
opics as ins urance, job re - hold finances. Soroptimist expertise as mentors in this
Soroptimist International entry, real estate, and house- members will share their program.
of Riverside is seeking applicants for its annual Training
Awards Program (TAP), a
grant of $1,000 presented to
a female head o f household
seeking to improve he r
employment status throug h
education or training. The
application deadline for the
TAP award is Jan. 10, an d
the
winner
will
be
announced
May
9.
Application fo rms are available by contacting Doris
Churry at 787-524.
These
awards
assi st
mature women who mu st
enter or return to the jo b
market and who demonstrate
financial need. The $1,000
award may be applied to
tuition, books, transportation
or other family livin g
expenses.
The local winner's application is automatically sent
to Soroptimist's region al
level which includes t he
states of Tex, Arizona, N ew
Mexico and California. At
the regional level the award
is an additional $3,00 0.
Winners of the region al
award are sent to nation al
competition where the award
is $10,000. The Soroptimist
Foundation, which created
the TAP award, was established in 1958.
Locally, the Soroptimi s t
Club raises funds for t he
TAP award and other major
service projects through an
annual fashion show, casino
night and other specia l
ev e nts . Other ·s ervice p roj ects include monthy support
to the Riverside Are a R ape
Crisis Center, assistance in
purchasing a van for t he
YWCA's Born Free house fo r
pregnant addicts , and cre ation of a library at the Janet
Goeske Senior Center.
In 1991 the Soroptimi sts
o f Riverside will institute a
new
program
c alle d
"Women's Network Resource
Project" to help wome n in
This Holiday -.Season 'Budweiser. Reminds You to Know When To.Say When~
d e aling with un e xpec t e d
Budwe,ser~l<ing of Beers®--C 1990 Anheuser-Busch, Inc St. Louis, MO
changes in their pe rsonal and
pro fe ssional lives. Seminars
will be held addressing such

Holiday 9reetings.

•,.
,

.
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the last several years.
She noted that, for the first
time in years, there will be a
Christmas program in Moscow
while she's there. Whether she
and the other educators attend is
a decision to be made by the host
group, however.
Dibble holds a b ac helo r 's
degree in Linguistics w ith an
emphasis
in
Computer
Technology from University of
California, Riverside, and a master's in Educational Technology
from Cal Poly, Pomona.
She is a founding member of
the Inland Area CUE, and serves
as the secretary to the board of
directors. She co-chaired the
1990 record-breaking sprin g
conference that drew over 3000
attendees. Currently, she is a
member of the state level CUE
Conferences Committee, and the
Spring "91 Conference Speaker
Chair.
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Classi ied
The following persons(s)
is (are) doing business
as:

Personals

Automobiles
FOR SALE
1988 Dodge Van - Model
250 fully-loaded $45,0001
miles, $15,000 686-1290 .
Tues-Sat Only

friendship / marriage. 4830 Palm Ave. Apt. J
Riverside area, leave Riverside, CA 92501
message and phone # 781- This
is
business
an
3773.
conducted
by
Eny, Meny, Miny, Moe
individual.
If you like moonlit walks, This
registrant
dancing, private dinners commenced to transact
for two and intelligent business under the
conversation. Then we
fictitious busin~ss name
must meet. I am a SBM or names listed above on
professional 31 seeks SFM December 1, 1990.
20 to 35. I don't have kids, ls/Peyton Larry Penniman
• ,
.
but it's ok if you do leave The fth
ng of t his
name number and message statement does no t o f
for Carl at 681-2862.
itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious

Cameo Lingerie leading
lingerie Co. expanding in
your area, offering full or
part time opp, party plan
commissions only earn free
kit call 789-9417

Employment

Qpportunities
On-Call Nurse

For weekends, for hospice!
homecare patients contact
Riverside hospice
Instruction
2060 University
Piano lessons available for
Riverside, CA 92507
individual instruction and
(714)683-4131
small classes now forming
- evenings. Instructor has
Volunteer Coordinator
16 yrs exp seriou s
P/T position responsible students only call 788for recruitment and training 7919.
of hospice volunteers
contact: Riverside Hospice

cold

men (78'1, vs. 6S'I,).

.

Men do feel better about going 10 worlc though, when they do. In fact, when asked how
cold suffcrcn reel once they IOI to work, more than three limes as many men ( 15'1> vs.
5'1,) said tha1 they would go 10 work and "feel vinuous" as opposed 10 the "more
miserable" female respondents.

Kinder and Gentler JTbCO

YOU[

I hereby certify that this

Enjoy a high-quolily church
service for small or large
groups at a low co, 1. Up
to 300 guest> Reception
hall avaibble . license

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

While 64'jl, or the male respondents said that they were "extn1 nice" to their spou~s. taking
special steps to malce sure that their sick counterparts had all that they needed. their spouses
• didn't seem to agree. Onlr 26'jl, or women surv_eycd said that their spouses. gave them
·e•tn1 nice" trcatrnenl dunng their own boou With the common cold. llm II a 42'1>
"niceness gap."
Women fared better than men when k came 10 being "extnl nice" to their sick spousts.
While fewer stllted thai they gave extR pampcrin& to their spouses (59'1> vs. males 64'1,),
men nociced the kindness more. Thiny-cight percent of men said they noticed their spouses
pampering. This 21'1, "niceness gap· is half 1he size of the men's good 1ntennons.

isn't

IS

xouc couch and sore throal

nice

IS YOU

rnicht like N'JCE will

CICC

Coe

N1CE will always be ready to pamper you with cooling medicine to sooth< your throat and
quie1 your cough. Pick up a pack for yourself, and give one to your spoust. That way
they'll have proof 1h11 you're being N'ICE.

Happy
Chanukah
From

The Black
Voice News

The need tor blood never takes a

During the holidays blood donations
frequently drop , but patients
continue to need blood. This holiday
season give someone another
chance . .. hope for a healthy
tomorrow. Donate blood December
19, 20 or 24, at any one of our donor
centers listed below and bring your
boxed gifts. We'll wrap your gifts
while you give the gift of life. • •
Wed., Dec. 19, 10 am-6 pm'
Thurs., Dec. 20, 10 am-6 pm•
Mon., Dec. 24,
8 am-4 pm
(•San Bernardino _g,ens at 8 am
Wed. & Thurs.)

San Bernardino Donor Center

399 Blood Bank Road
Riverside Donor Center

4006-Van Buren Boulevard
High Desert Donor Center
11941 Hesperia Road, Hesperia
Ontario Donor Center

1959 East Fourth Street
• • limit five

boxed gifts per donor

Blood Bank of San Bernardino
and Rloerslde Countfu
1 /Im) TRY GIVING

specified m arncle 3, Chapter 4,

. Tule 5 ofd\e Code of Civil

. Procedure,anditalsoappeariq
· from the verified complaint

THE MlsEDUCATION OF Tiffi NEGRO
BLACK MEN • OBSOLETE, SINGLE, DANGEROUS ?
THE
SoUL'i OF BLACK FOLK
W.E.B. DuB01s MALcoLM X SPEAKS
MALcoLMX
WoMEN OF SMOKE (LATIN AMF.RICAN WOMEN IN LITERATURE)
MAJORIE AGOSIN CoUNTERJNG nm CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY BLACK BOYS
JAWANZA KUNJUFU DEvELoPING A PosmvE SELF !MA.GB
MonvATINo AND PREPARING Bu.CK YoU1H THE WoRK
JUUA AND NAnIAN HARB • CRISIS IN Bu.CIC SEXUAL Pouncs
THE ENoANGBllBD BU.CIC FAMILY
DR. BOBBY WRIGIIT THE PsYCHOPATHIC RACIAL PERSONALITY
PUUI7ER PRIZE WINNER
AuCB WAUJ31t - THE COLOR PuRP!.E AND THE TEMPLE OF MY FAMIUAR
CARTER G. WOODSON HAKI MADHUBUil .

PUIJTZER PRIZE WINNER

TONI MORRISO?, • BELOVED AND SONG OF SOLOMON

ZoRA NEALE HURSTON. THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING Goo
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF PAUL ROBESON
THE FIRST NoVFL BY
A Bu.CIC AMF.RICAN HARRIET Wn.soN • OUR NJG
TERRY McMn.uAN .
CHESTER HIMES - EARNEST GAINF.S
DwJGIIT PLEDGER
'THE TRIJll{ ABour THE BIG LIE"
BOOKS FOR CHn.oREN ON KWANZAA, FAMOUS AFRlCAN AMF.RICANS, AND AFR.lCAN CULTURE
CH!usTMAS CARDS -Norn CARDS· 1991 CALENDARS
AND MORE ........

HOLIDAY HoURs;
3:00 P.M. TO 7:30 P.M. MONIMY THRU FRIDAY
10:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M. SATURDAY

1583 WES'f BASEUNE Snwrr
SAN BEIINARDINO, CAUPOIINIA 92411

(714) 88!1 ..506

WE CAN O RDER ANY BoOJ, You WANT
CALL Us!!!!!
AI.Low 7 TO 10 DAYS FOil DELIVERY

JUST

Bu\' A Boolt FOR SOMBONB SPl!aAL Tms CBIUS'IMAS

served has or claims an inrere•
in, real or personal property in
this swe that is subject to the
jurisdiction of the Court or the

Clement Moore, a noted Biblica
scholar who wrote A Visit From St
Nicholas (beginning " 'Twas t h~
night before Christmas ...") in 1822:
Famous cartoonist Thomas Nasf
drew the red suit and white bearcJ.:
we know today.
;

bishop in what is now Turkey in the
fourth century. Generous and
wealthy, he's said to have secretly
given bags of gold to poor children.
He got his "cheeks like a rose, his
nose like a cherry," and the names
of his "eight tiny reindeer" from

excluding such party from any
interest in such property: Now,
on motion of Petitioner, In pro
Per Anomey(s) for the
Plaintiff(s), Petitioner{s), or
contestant(s), It Is Ordered 1h11
the service of said summons or
citation in this aa.ion be made
upon said defendant.
respondent, or citec by
publicatin thereof in The Black
Voice, a newspaper of general

----------------------------

Pul your Jl,10,Jon N7(1

~
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.,
4
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SPQUSC is fiehtine I cold'>

scale.

SQQUSC

' defe~dant_. resf'.°ndent. or

I

When men and women were asked if their spouses were nicer to them while they were.
suffering from a cold, men, while filled with good intentions came op shon on the realuy

£yea I( your

Nonna Fae Finch
Upon reading and filing
evidence amsisting of a
declaration as provided in
Section 415.5 ccp by Carlton
Gene Finch and it satisfactorily
appearing therefrom that the

BROWN'S BOOJCS Is OPEN FOR BUSINESS

THE INLAND EMPIRE'S SOURCE FOR AFROCENTRIC BOOKS AND LITERATURE

,

Don't Hav• A Home
Church?
Why Go To La, Vega,?

When Americans were asked if they were more or less likely 10 go to wor1< with a cold,
more than 8 in 10 said that they would II" 10 WOik. Women were moR likely to &0 than

YOU

and

pe~tion ~at~ g~ ca~se ~f
ac:uon CJUsts m this acuon in
business
name
rn favor of the plaintiff, petitioner,
violation of the rights of or citee therein and against the
a nother und er federal defendant, respondent, or citee
on la ' and that the said defendant,
State, or comm
W respondent, or citec is a
(Sec. 14400 Et. Seq, B & necessary and proper party to
P Code)
the aa.ion or that the party to be
,

WEDDINGS

The cold cxpens on N'ICE throat lounges weed some qoeslions aoout how people act
when they experience colds and found out a rew racu that may surpnst you.

Ace

/p/12{)IJ,27,1,3/10, 1990
Order For Publication Of
Summons Or Citation
Case #096084
Re Marriage of Carlton Gene
Fmch

1-------------------------------------~..

't;:-,J:-"''.""'ru:..-..
"•>,,.,,.,...,,,_,,,,,,
..,...,. .. ..,.,,..,. .,•..,,.,.,",· "'"'~ relief demanded in the action
...>-::;~;_~~~&;},· ~:re-1:~.:x«::~~~=«:;:~t::.<§!M~ consists wholly or in pan in

When it comes to colds,
Men and Women act
very differently.

I

copy is a correct copy of
the original statement on
file in my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File No. 909497

Don't the spend holidays Remember
alone. SBM, mktg exec 4830 Palm Ave. Apt. J
seeks attractive, romantic, Riverside, CA 92507
well built SF, 28-40, for Reyton Larry Penniman

Business Opportunities

Working with

Thursday December 20, 1990
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designated as the newspaper
most likely to give notice to
said defendant; that said
publication be made at least
once a week for four successive
weeks.
It is funher ordered that a oopy
of said summons, or citation
and of said complaint or
petition in this action be
fonhwith deposited in the
United St.ates Post Office, postpaid, directed to said defendant,
respondent, or citee if his
address is ascertained before
expiration of the time
prescribed for the publication of
this swnmons or citatioo and a
declaration of this mailing or of
the fact that the address was not
ascertained be filed at the
expiration of the time
prescribed for the publication.

Santa got his familiar beard, red
suit, eight tiny reindeer and jolly
appearance from a 19th century
cartoon.
RELIEVES SORE THROAl AND COUGHS

Whether it's Santa Claus who
fills your stockings, or Kris Kringle,
P~re Noel, or St. Nicholas, there's
probably a lot about that "jolly old
elf' that might surprise you.
For instance, the original Santa
Claus is believed to have been a

( CHERRY

• Cooling

• Sugarless

1610111Ga)

• Tastes Great

There's Excitment in Every Turn! ~
@
l

Gift Buyers Get An Edge On The Holidays
Good news: local stores can give
you some sharp ideas when it comes
to gift giving.
For example, a great gift for
almost anyone past the age of
toys could be the ChefsChoice~
Diamond Hone™ Sharpener Model
310,fromEdgecraftCorporation, the
first foolproof way for everyone who
hates using dull knives to get professional results from home knife
sharpening.
Revolutionary technology and
greater versatility are the secrets
behind the Model 310's appeal to
everyone from gourmet cooks to serious sportsmen. It pairs the
company's patented orbiting diamonds with a precise system of
magnetic guides in a simple twostep process that produces a strong,
double-bevel edge that stays sharper
much longer than conventional factory edges.
Capable of sharpening virtually
any knife from tip to bolster, it ere-

•

MERCURY SABLE
.
'

~ -, ,.,~
.. .
. "~
....r!V ,,_,,.,.1
, '.. .-... , '·..

ates perfect edges on all lengths of
kitchen knives (even short paring
knives), as well as pocket knives
and fillet knives. It is safe for all
non-serrated stainless, carbon or
alloy steel knives of any hardness.
Maintaining incredibly sharp
knife edges is quick and simple.
Just a few seconds is all it takes to
resharpen knives when necessaryincluding just before the ceremonial carving of the holiday bird or
roast! For more information please
call 1-800-342-3255.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO
From Hardy, Cheryl, Paulette and Regina Brown, Billy & Shawndi Johnson,
Jean Denny, Dr. Ernest Levister, Charles Ledbetter, Charles Le Blanc, Carl
Dameron, Warren Carey, Tony Brown, Larry Hines, Rev. Reggie Woods,
Sam James, Salongo Lee and Attorney Raymond Herndon. May you and
your family share the joys of the Season.

>889-3514
Se Habta (714) 824•0270
Espanol

SAN BERNARDINO

•

Of\AIOGE SHOW AOAO

<714

All prices plus tax. license. doc. & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.

l '.

. .....
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')"JOTICE INVITING BIDS

Requirements."
CARVER E. HONN Judge
The aforementioned are
By Order of the Moreno
ORDER FOR PUBUCATION OF
Valley City Council.
described in 1he Special Federal
SUMMONS OR CITATION
Alicia Oiavez, City Qerk
Provisions section of the bid
dOQlfflents. Additional information
City of Moreno Valley
pertaining 10 the federal
requirements is available from the
City of Moreno Valley, Economic IN CASE NUMBER RE:
ORDER FOR
Development Division. The
MARRIAGE OF
PUBLICATION OF
contractor will be required to post LIPSCOME
SUMMONS OR CITATION
a copy of said rate and scale at the
D9 3 5 1 g ORDER FOR
Case No. FL 84660 Superior
'ob site throughout 1he period of
PUBUCATION OF SUMMONS Court of San Bernardino County
work on this project.
R CITATION
Upon reading and filing evidence
Upon reading and filing
oonsisting of a declaration as
STATE LlCENS~:
.
evidence oonsisting ofa
provided in Section 415.50 CCP
The successful bidder will be declaration as provided in Section by MAURICE
required to have the proper
415.50 CCP by STEPHEN
MAURICE BRUCE
contractor's license for the work to LIPSCOMB and
TOWNSEND, and it satisfactorily
be done by the Prime Contractor in
it satisfactorily appearing
appearing lherefrom that the
accordance "'.if:h _the provisi~s of therefrom that the defmdant,
defendant, respondent, or citee
Chapter 9, D1111s1on m, Secbon
respondent, or citee JUDY
ROSEMARY TOWNSEND,
7000 through Section 7145 of the UBSCOMB cannot be served with cannot be served with reasonable
Bwiness and Professions Code of reasonable diligence in any other diligence in any other manner
the State of California at the time manner specified in article 3,
specified in Article 3, Oiapter 4,
of awarding the Contract. The
Oiaper 4, Title 5 of the Code of Title 5 of the Code of Civil
Prime Contractor shall have a
Civil Procedure, and it also
Procedure, and it also appearing
Proceed.
Class A Contractor's License or a appearing from the verified
from the verified canplaint or
OPENING OF PROPOSAL: combination of Specialty Clas C
complaint or petition that a good
pe~ti°!1 th~ a g~ ~we of action
The proposals will be publicly licc:nses sufficient to cover all of cawe of action ellists in this action e,usts m this acbon m favor of the
opened and read at 2:00 p.m., on 1he work to be perfonned by the
in favor of the plaintiff, petitioner, plawut:, petitioner, or citee !herein
THursday, December 27, 1990, in Prime Contractor.
or citee !herein and against the
and agamst the ~endant,
the City Administrative Center.
defendant, respondent, or citee and respondent, or atee and that the
OBTAINING CONTRACT
PAYMENT RETENTION
that 1he said defendant, responden1 ~aid defendant, respondent, or ci
DOCUMENTS:
OPTION:
or citee is a necessary and proper 1s a n~sary and proper party to
Plans and Contract Documents
Punuant to California
party to the action or that the party the achoo or that the party to be
may be purchased in persoo from GOvemment Code Section 4590, to be served has or claims an
served has or claims an interest in.
the Finance Department Cashier at 1he Contractor has the option 10
interest in. real or personal
real or personal property in this
City Hall, 23119-B Cottonwood
substitute securities for any money property in this state that is subject state that is subject to the
Avenue, for a nan-refundable fee that is withheld under Subsection to the jurisdiction of 1he Court or jurisdiction of the Court or the
. of fifteen dollars ($15.00) per seL 9-3.2 of the Standard
the relief demanded in the action relief demanded in the action
Plans and Contract Documents
Specifica~• for PUb~~ Works
consists wholly or in part in
consm:- wholly or in part in
may be requested by mail for a
Con~truCllon, 19~8-Edinon,
excluding such party from any
~clu~g such party from any
non-refundable fee of twenty
published by Building News, Inc., interest in such property: NOW on mterest m such property NOW on
dollars ($20.00) per seL Requests Partial and Final Payment, if there motion of PETITIONER
'
motion of DISSOLUTION OF
; hould ~ -.dd~s~ed to Department is canpliance with~ of tbe
Attomey(s) for the Plaintiff(s),
MARRIAGE Attomey(s) for the
of Public Works, Capital Projects following conditions: l)
Petitioner(s), or contestant(s), IT
Plaintiff(s), Petitioner(s), or
Division 231 J 9-A Cottonwood
Contractor gives Agency wri11CD IS ORDERED that the service of oontestant(s), IT IS ORDERED
Avenue Moreno Valley, CA
notice within thirty (30) days after said summons or citation in this
that the service of said 1111DJnons o
92388.
and Contract
1he contract is awarded that it
action be made upon said
citation in this action be made
Doruments requested to be mailed desires to substitute securities for defendant, respondent, or citee by upon said de~en~~ent, or
will be mailed via U.S. Post Office money that would ordinarily be
publication thereof in BLACK
atee by publicanon thereof m
i:egular mail service only.
withheld; and 2) Contractor
VOICE NEWSPAPER, a
BLACK VOICE NEW~ PAP~ a
exeaiteS and canplies with all
newspaper of general circulation newspaper of general circulation
PROPOSAL GUARANTEE: items and conditions of Agency's published at, RIVERSIDE,
published at , Califonu, hereby
Each proposal shall be
current standard Form Agreement California, hereby designated as
designated as 1he newspaper most
accompanied by a certified or
which is on file in 1he office of the the newspaper moct likely to give likely to give noti~ to s~d .
cashiers checlc or Bid Bond in the Director of Public Works.
notice to u id defendant; that said defendant; that sud publication be
• amount of ten percent (l 0%) of the
publication be made at least once a made •~ least once a week for four
toc.aJ bid price payable to the City
OWNERS RIGHT
weelc for four successive weeks.
succemve weeks.
of Moreno Valley as a guarantee
RESERVED:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that the bidder, if his proposal is
Within such limits as may be that a copy of said summons or
~ ~ copy of sai~ summon_s or
accepted, will promptly execute
prescribed by Jaw, the City ~cil citation and of said canplaint or a~bon ~ ~f sai~ complaint o~
the Contract, secure payment of
of the City of Moreno Valley
petition in this action be forthwith pebb~ m _this acti~ be forthwtth
Worker's Compensation Insurance, reserves the right to reject any and deposited in the United States Post deposited m th~ U~ted States ~ st
and furnish a satisfactory Faithful all ~ids, to ~ccept: re~ or wai~e Office, post-paid, directed, 10 said Office, post-paid, directed ~ •~d
Performance Bood in the amount a mmor vanance m a bid, to waive defendant, respondent, or citee if defendant, ~spond~ t. or atee if
of one hundred percent (1()0%) of any informality in a bid, or accept his address is ascertained before
his address u ascertau1ed before
the toc.al bid price. The City will
~ bid or bids ~t best serve the
expiration of the time prescribed expiration o_f th~ time ~ c ribcd
retain the proposal guarllllCe of
mterest of th~ Citr.
.
for the publication of this
for the publi~b<>? of this
the first and second lowest
For technical informabon
summons or citation and a
summons or atabon and a
~ sponsible bidden IDltil time as
relating to th~ details of ~e .
declaration of this mailing-or of
declaration of this mailing or of
the Contract is executed. The
proposed proJCCl and/or bidding
1he fact that the addreu was not
!he-fact that the address was not
proposal guarantees sulmitted by requiremenu, please conl8ct the
ascertained be filed at the
ascertained be filed at the
all other bidden will be released
capital Projects Divisioo of the
expiration of 1he time prescribed expiration o_f th~ time prescribed
within thirty (30) days after the
City of Moreno Valley,
for the publication.
for the publicabon.
date of the Award of Contract.
Department of Public Works at
Dated
IC 3 i q(
(714) 243-3103.
DATED OCTOBER 21, 1990
ACIS Code 37098(01 '
WAGE RATES:
_ Pursuant to provision of
Section 1773 of 1he Labor Code of
ihe State of California, the City of
Moreno Valley has ascertained the
general prevailing rate of wages
and employer payments for health
and welfare, vacatioo, pension,
and similar puiposes applicable to
Martin Luther King, Jr., had a
ihe work to be dooe. Said rate and
scale are on file with the City
dream that his children would one
Qerk of the City of Moreno
day live in a nation where they
Valley, and copies will be made
would not be judged by the color of
available 10 any interested party
upon requesL The City has also
their skin, but by the content of
determined applicable wage rates
their character. In your own words
for federally funded contracts
explain what his statement means
pursuant to the Cootract
Doaunents. The contractor and
to you.
each subcontractor shall pay the
Submit a double-spaced ,
higher of:
type written essay. Be sure to
'
(l) the prevailing wage
rates as determined by the
include your full name, address,
/)ecretary of Labor pursuant to the
school, and phone number with
provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act
your essay. Entries must be
wage decision applicable to the
proj ect location; or
postmarked on or before January 7,
(2) the general
1991 or brought in to either the
prevailing rate of pe, Jiem wages
Riverside (3585 Main Street Su.
as ascertained and published by
the S1a1e of California, Department
201) or San Bernardino (1583 W.
of Industrial Relatioos.
Baseline St.) Black Voice office by
"'This project is
5:00 p.m. on January 7, 1991.
federally financed by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
The essay contest is open to all students who live in the Inland Empire.
Development (HUD) (24 CFR,
Winners
will be selected in three different categories: elementary, Jr. high,
.Part.57) and subject to certain
and high school.
requirements including payment of
federal prevailing wages,
For more information call Paulette Brown at (714) 889-0506.
compliance with "Section 3.''
Affirmative Action

PROJECT NO. 88-45
RECONSTRUCTION OF
POSTAL AVENUEJBACK WAY
, AND CONSTRUCTION OF
STORM DRAIN
, µ.fPROVEMENTS
RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL:
Sealed proposals will be
, received at 1he Office of the City
Qerk, located at City
Administrative Center, 23119-B
COttonwood Avenue, Moreno
; Valley, California, until 2 :00 p.m .
1)11 THunday, December 27, 1990,
for the City of Moreno Valley,
Project N. 88-45, known as:
RECONSTRUCTION OF
POSTAL AVENUEJBACK WAY
AND CONSTRUCTION OF
STORM DRAIN
•IMPROVEMENTS
TIME OF COMPLETION:
All work mwt be completed
within sixty (60) working days
after the date of the Notice to

o

Plans

ORDER FOR PUBUCATION
I hereby certify that this copy
OF SUMMONS OR CITATION
is a correct copy of 1he original
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
CCP § 415.S0Jb) 13-01743-301
statement on file in my office.
NAME STATEMENT
Rev. 7/83
William Conerly, County Clerk
The following person(s) is
File No. 900126
(are) doing business as:
Professional Escrow Services,
2060 Chicago Ave. "A9",
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS Riverside, CA 92.507
The following person(s) is
NAME STATEMENT
Raylyn Hendrix
2563 Kennedy Dr.
(are) doing business as:
The following person(s) is
Corona, CA 917 19
MANil..A CUISINE
(are) doing business as: Aqua
This business is condocted by
4557 La Siem Ave.
Environments, 6506 Doolittle#
an individual.
Riverside, CA 92505
209, Riverside, CA 92503.
ls/RJlylyn Hendrix
Donato Pineda\Marissa Pineda
Steven R. Hall
The filing of this swement
2441 Kangular Ave.
6506 Doolittle# 209
does not of itself authorize the use
Corona, CA 91720
Riverside, CA 92503
Ed Pangaiban
This business is conducted by in this sl8te of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
11525 Orion Rd.
an individual.
Riverside, CA 92505
This registrant commenced 10 Ianother under fedenil, state, or
!common Jaw (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
This business is conducted by: transact business under the
a General Partnership
fictitious business name or names IB & P Code)
( Statement filed with the county
This registrant canmenced to listed above on November 28,
clerk of Riverside COIDlty on date
tnnsact business under the
1990.
indicated by file stamp above.
ficlitious business name ornames
ls/Steven R. Hall
I hereby certify that this copy
lilled above on 12-3-90.
The filing of this statement
JS/Marissa Pineda
does not of itself authorize 1he use is a correct copy of the original
The filing of this swement
in this state of a fictitious busineu statement on file in my office.
William E,. Conerly, County
~ -not of itself au~orize th~ use name in violation of the rights of
Qerk
m this state of a fictmous busmes, another under federal, state, or
File No. 909345
111111e in violation of the rights of
canmon law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
/p/12/13,20;27,1(311990
IIICllher under federal, state, or
B & P Code)
cammon law (Sec. 14400 EL Seq.
Statement filed with the oounty
B 111d P Code)
.
clerk of Riverside oounty on date
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
Statement filed Wl~ the
indicated by file stamp above.
NAME STATEMENT
Cciunty Qerk ofRivemde County
I hereby certify that this copy
The following penon(s) is
011 12-3-90
is a oorrect copy of the original
(are) doing business as: Qaim
I hereby certify that this copy statement on file in my office.
F1mds
ia a correct copy of the original
William E,. Conerly, Coonty
P.O. Box 12 15
statement on file in my office.
Clerk
Riverside, CA 9250'2
William Conerly, County Qerk
File No. 900116
Suzanne De Marsh
File No. 900229
/pll2/13),0),7,1/3/1990
4244 3rd Street
/Pl

Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by
an individual.
Th.is registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or names
listed above on December 5, 1990.
ls/Suzanne De Marsh
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the use
in this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, swe, or
canmon law (Sec. 14400 Et. Seq.
B & P Code)
Swement filed with the county
clerk of Riverside county on date
indicated by file stamp above.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E,. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 909308
/p/12/13;1.0;n,1/3/1990

I

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STA'!EMENT .
The foll<>Wlllg person(s) 15

(are) doing business as:
M -B-M M~s Co.
2?163 _N andina
Rivem de, CA 92506
Jerri! Lenox .
15340 Washington
Riverside, CA 92506
Melvin Blackbum
3 ~ ~estwood Dr.
Ri~emd~, CA_92506
"fh!s ~ m ness u CO?ducted by:
• ~te~ partnership
This regutrant canmenced to
~•~ct bus~ess under the
~Cbbous busl!less name or names
lilted above_ on 11-28-90
JS/Mel:,m Bla~bum
The ~ g of this s~ement
~ .not of itself au~_onze th~ use,
m.this state of a fiCllUous busmess
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common Jaw (Sec. 14400 EL Seq.
B & P Code)
.
Statement filed with the
County O ertc of Riverside County
on 11-28-90.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Essay ·
Contest Deadline: Janu_
a ry 7, 1991

The best tires
At the best price
& the best service
Guaranteecr

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

SDB Balloons-N-Gifts
0
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0
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James White, President
(2

Q)oG

0

The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

Ci>

We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

lube, filter and oil change is
free .
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

r-------~
69 -~-------,1-----------------,
15
G oodyear C e nifle d Auto Service Cente rs Inla nd E mpire Tire , Inc

I

Service
includes:
• Replace pads
and shoe•

I$
I
I

I

20 % off all purchases over $10
,.

Students & Seniors Citizens get additional 5% off (with ID
and a Copy of this ad)
Offering : Balloons Bouquets, Gifts in a balloon, talking
balloons, imprinted balloons, gift baskets, Hot air balloons,
and balloon decorating.

416 N. "H" Street, San Bernardino CA (714) 384-1989

t

95 •
.
•

II

Repack bearings on no n drive axlH
RHurface/drums/rotors
lnspoc:t calipers, Wheel Cylinde rs &
per axel
hlfdraullcs
.
Brake Special • Adjust and road t nt

I
I
I
I

Offer includes:

I$
.88 •
I
•
I
•
_, ...... .,,......
•
I Lube 011 • FIiter •

I

Drain oil & ,.plaeo up to 5 qts/30wt.
FREE • 12 pt. vehicle Inspection
FREE • 4 ti~ rotation
Install now tilter
Lubricate chassis

I
I
I
I

~-----------------~~-----------------J
/..>
US iOOAV
·:.
• •'

..

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME SEE
.

3553 Merrill Ave
Riverside CA 92506

ASK ABOUT OUR
NATIONWIDE

.·

•. .

.

. ··:

5520 Van Buren Blvd
Riverside CA 92503

SEVICE WARRANTY

1-800-69-TI RE1

·-Q;C ~~-_______________

1-800-69-TI RE2 ....,

